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ChapterI

Introduction and Summary

When an atom is excited in a collision with some projectile the
excited electronic state will, in general, be more or less anisotropic, except of course for the case of an S-state. This
anisotropy is describable in terms of complex population amplitudes for magnetic sublevels and contains information on the
collision.
We have carried out experiments in order to determine the
anisotropy for the states Ne(2p**3s2) *D and He(2p2)1D excited
in well defined collisions with He . These electronic states
lie above the first ionisation limit and autoionise with lifetimes of the order of 10" 1 5 s.
In general there are different ways to obtain information
about the collisionally excited atoms, e.g.:
a. One can measure the intensity of projectile ions that have
lost a well defined amount of kinetic energy in a collision
determined by the scattering angle selected. For inelastic
processes in He + He and He + + Ne collisions this was done
by Barat et al. (1972, 1976).
b. One can measure the energy and the angular distribution of
electrons emitted by atoms in autoionising states. For the
system He + He this was done e.g. by Bordenave Montesquieu
et al. (1975, 1982) and for the system He + + Ne by e.g.
Olsen and Andersen (1977).

In both cases the measured signal contains contributions from
many different events. In case a one integrates over all the
ejection angles of the emitted electrons. In case b one integrates over all the scattering and azimuthal angles of the
scattered projectile.
c. The only way to obtain the complete information of the excited state is by performing a coincidence measurement in
which both, scattered projectile and emitted electron or
photon, are energy analysed and detected. Only in this way
the geometry and kinematics of the scattering process is
fixed and one can perform measurements on exactly defined
scattering events.
In the last few years this coincidence method has become
feasable and has been exploited in a large variety of experiments, especially for the collisional excitation of photon
emitting states (see e.g. Eminyan et al. (1973), Vassilev et
al. (1975), Jaecks et al. (1975, 1982), Zehnle et al. (1978),
Kleinpoppen (1979), Andersen et al. (1980), Grosser and
Neitzke (1982)). Regarding the collisional excitation of autoionising states this method has been applied in only a few experiments so far (Weigold et al. (1975) and Kessel et al.
(1978, 1979) in which the excitation of He autoionising states
was investigated by electron impact and He + impact respectively) •
In this thesis we report on the coincidence measurements,
which were carried out on the systems He + + Ne and He + + He.
The complex population amplitudes for the magnetic sublevels of
the investigated excited states, Ne (2p'*3s2) XD and He(2p2)1D,
were completely determined and possible excitation mechanisms
are described.
In chapter II the apparatus is described. It mainly consists of an ion gun, an electron spectrometer and an ion spectrometer. During the measurements we developed an ion spectrometer measuring at four azimuthal angles simultaneously. This

is the reason why three ion spectrometers are described, which
were all used in the experiment. The last part of this chapter
deals with the coincidence electronics, the error analysis and
geometrical correction factors.
Chapter III deals with the collision kinematics. In the
first part a Newton-diagram is used to describe the kinematics
of the heavy particles. The second part of the chapter is concerned with the electron kinematics, i.e. Doppler shifts, the
influence of the angular resolution of the spectrometers on
the measured electron energy spectra and the variation of the
electron intensity due to a transformation from the emitter
frame into the laboratory frame.
In chapter IV we describe the theoretical background of
ion-atom collisions, like the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
radial and rotational coupling mechanisms and the Fano-Lichten
model, used to correlate the electronic states of the separated
atoms with those of the united atom that is formed in the asymptotic case that the internuclear distance becomes zero.
Chapter V is the first chapter which deals with our measurements, namely with measurements on the He + Ne system. The
electrons ejected by the collisionally excited Ne(2p43s2)*D
atom are measured in coincidence with the scattered He + projectiles. The collision energies were 1.2 and 2 keV. A theoretical descriptio\ of the excitation process is given in terms
of a density matrix which is expanded in spherical tensors. The
evaluation of the measured angular electron distributions in
terms of this description allows some conclusions about the
excitation process. It appears that the excitation occurs via
radial coupling between two £ potential curves at small internuclear distances. The electronic state is predominantly in
an M = 0 state with respect to the internuclear line. Since
A is conserved the excited quasimolecule rotates as a whole,
following the rotation of the internuclear line, however, at
the internuclear distance R « 2.4 a 0 the motion of the elec-
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trons is decoupled front the nuclear motion and the excited
atom remains fixed in space,
In chapter VI we deal with the system He + + He. The electrons ejected by the collisionally excited He(2p2)1D are measured in coincidence with the scattered projectiles. Since the
lifetime of the investigated state is short, we now have to
account for the effects of the so called "post collision interaction". And there is still another phenomenon, which has to
do with the symmetry of the He+/He-system: In this system not
only the target but also, after a charge exchange process, the
projectile may be the excited atom. The electrons ejected by
the projectile suffer a large Doppler shift, which also has to
be taken into account. The obtained electron angular distributions contain a sharp interference structure at those angles
where electrons ejected by the target and those ejected by the
projectile can not be distinguished. Chapter VI contains a
theoretical description of this phenomenon, as well as of the
angular distribution as a whole.
While in chapter VI mainly the interference structure is
described, chapter VII is concerned with the complex population
amplitudes of the magnetic sublevels of the He(2p2)1D state
excited under varied conditions. A large variety of angular
distributions was measured. The collision energies varied between 1.2 and 4 keV and the scattering angles between 6° and
10°. It was found that excitation occurs via rotational coupling at small internuclear distances. At these distances the
rotation of the internuclear line turns out to be too fast
for the electron cloud to follow this rotation, so that it
remains fixed in space. Later, however, when the rotational
energy has decreased, the electronic motion is again coupled
to the nuclear motion. At these distances the excited atom is
predominantly in an M - 2 state with respect to the internuclear
line. In some cases the electron cloud follows the motion of
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the internuclear line up to S = « and in other cases only for

'

a part of the trajectory.
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2.1 The geometry of the scattering process.

Chapter II
An apparatus for ion-atom scattering
experiments

2.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to perform the experiments described in Chapter I, the
apparatus has to satisfy certain conditions which allow an exact
determination of the kinematics and geometry of the scattering
process. The geometry of the scattering process is shown in
fig. 2.1, which at the same time defines the angles fl, 6, <f>.
Throughout this thesis we shall call d the electron angle, 6 the
scattering angle and <|> the azimuthal angle. The kinematics are
described in chapter III of this thesis.
The main part of the apparatus consists of 2 separately
pumped vacuum chambers, an overall view of which is shown in
fig. 2.2. The big chamber, in which the scattering process takes
place, is shielded by u~metal in order to reduce the earth magnetic field. Both chambers are pumped with mercury diffusion
pumps and the minimum pressure is about 1.3*10""5 Pa (10~7 Torr).
The ion beam is produced in the small chamber and is focused into the scattering centre, which is situated in the centre of the
main chamber. The ion gun is described in section 2.2. The emitted electrons are analysed and detected in the electron-spectrometer, which can be rotated about the scattering centre. This
electron spectrometer was built by Thielmann (1977) and is described in section 2.3. Due to the finite size of the spectro-
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Fig. 2.2 An overall view of the apparatus.

meters the electron angle # could be varied between tf = 70
and 135°, except for the measurements done with ion spectrometer C (section 2.4). In this case the angle could be vuried
between <? = 45° and 135°.
During the course of the measurements new kinds of ion
spectrometers were developed in order to obtain a spectrometer
detecting ions at 4 azimuthal angles $ simultaneously, combined
with good focussing and transmission properties. This is the
reason why during the measurements 3 different types of ion
spectrometers were used, denoted by A, B and C. Spectrometer A
only detects ions at one azimuthal angle $. Spectrometers B and
C detect at 4 azimuthal angles $ simultaneously. Spectrometer
B has a very high transmission, but has bad focussing properties. Spectrometer C employs a first order focus, but has a
worse transmission than spectrometer B. In all these cases the
azimuthal angle could be varied within a 2ir range. The scattering angle 9 could be varied between e = 6° and 10°. An extensive description is given in section 2.4.
The electronic pulses coming from the multipliers behind
ion and electron spectrometers are processed by the coincidence
electronics, which is described in section 2.5.
Data reduction and error analysis is discussed in section
2.6. Finally in section 2.7 a description is given of the measurements, which were performed in order to investigate if that
part of the scattering center, which is "seen" by both ion and
electron spectrometers alters when changing the electron angle
#. This effect must be investigated since it might influence
our coincidence measurements.
2.2. THE ION GUN
The ion gun is shown in fig. 2.3. The He-gas flows through a
stainless steel tube, which is led through a Dewar filled with
liquid nitrogen. Within the vacuum chamber the He flows through
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Fig. 2.3 The ion gun.
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a teflon tube, because the chamber and the ion source have different electric potentials (several kilovolts). In this teflon
tube a flow resistance avoids discharges between the ion source
and the chamber wall. Finally the He is partially tranformed
into He + in a hot cathode gas discharge source. The cathode is
a tungsten filament of 0.3 mm diameter. The cathode-anode voltage was 250 V and an electronic device stabilised the emission
current at 100 mA by regulating the current through the filament.
The ions are extracted from the ion source by aperture Ai
(see fig. 2.3), formed into a parallel beam by Lj and A2# sub~
sequently mass and charge selected in a Wien filter, and finally accelerated and focused into the scattering centre. The
potential difference between the anode and the Wien filter axis
is kept constant at 700 V, which implies that only minor changes in the aperture voltages are needed when changing to another projectile energy. The final acceleration is done by means
of the lenses L3 and L4. Final corrections to the beam direction can be made by means of the parallel plate condensers C.
The ion beam gets its final diameter of 0.7 mm by means of 2
apertures near the scattering center.
Beam intensities were measured with a Faraday cup in front
of the ion spectrometer and varied with the projectile energies.
At low energies there was a considerable influence from space
charges, resulting in intensities between 2*10~7 A at 1200 eV
and 3xiO~e A at 4 keV. The beam intensity, which was recorded
on a y-t recorder, showed a slight dependence on the room temperature. However, variations of the beam intensity do not affect
our coincidence measurements as we shall see in section 2.6.
In order to obtain the best possible beam intensities one
can proceed in the following way:
i) Develop a computer program, which calculates the ion trajectories and the corresponding lens-voltages,
ii) Find the different lens voltages by means of a trial and
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic view of the electron spectrometer.

Fig. 2.5 An inside view of the electron spectrometer; the electron multiplier is not shown.
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error process until a good intensity is reached.
We employed the second possibility, which, after some experience, leads to satisfactory results.

3
5
a

2,3. THE ELECTRON SPECTROMETER

\

This spectrometer mainly consists of a 180° hemispherical electrostatic analyser combined with a retarding field in front of
the analyser. The apparatus is shown schematically in fig. 2.4
and partially in the photograph in fig. 2.5.
The best obtainable angular resolution is mainly limited
by the diameters of the apertures ai and ao and is A* = 1°. A
considerable higher e~-intensity can be obtained at the expense
of angular resolution by chosing specific voltages for the retarding field lenses L j , L 2 and L 3 and by this procedure focussing the electrons on the entrance aperture ai of the analyser.

•'

I

;

;

We keep the electron transmission energy of the analyser
fixed and measure electron energy spectra by sweeping the retarding field voltage. This voltage is supplied by a digital
voltage source and is changed stepwise synchronously with the
sweep of the multi-channel analyser by a steering device.
After having passed the analyser the electrons pass the
condenser C, which guides the electrons to the most sensitive
spot on the first dynode of the electron multiplier. This condenser is necessary since we have measured, that the first dynode of the Balzers multiplier we used is only sensitive within
a small part of its area.
The energy resolution of the spectrometer is 2% of the

"},
;

:

;

:

i

(

transmission energy E of the analyser. So, by changing the
voltages on the hemispherical condenser the energy resolution
can be varied, with a lower limit, which in our case is about
0.05 eV, probably caused by residual fields.
The transmission of the spectrometer as a function of the
ratio of measured e energy and transmission energy was measured

)
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Fig. 2,6 The trémamission function cf the electron spectrometer; E is the
transmission energy of the analyser.
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by Muller (1978). The result is shown in fig. 2.6. One notices
that operation at lower transmission energies, which improves
the resolution, implies a worse transmission,

2.4, THE ION SPECTROMETER
As we have mentioned in section 2.1 several-ion spectrometers
were used in an attempt to develop a spectrometer, which combines the properties of good energy resolution, high transmission, and simultaneous ion detection at 4 azimuthal angles <j>.
We shall now treat the different ion spectrometers in chronological order.
2.4.1. Ion spectrometer A
This spectrometer has already been described in Gerber et al.
(1973) and is schematically shown in fig. 2.7a. It mainly consists of 2 unipotential lenses Lj and L 2 . The lens L3 is only
used to focus the ions on the first dynode of the multiplier.
The scattering angle 8 is determined by the ring slits Aj and
A2 (fig. 2.7b). The slit width determines the scattering angle
resolution A6/9 « 2.5%. The azimuthal angle <\> is determined by
a sector opening B just behind the first ring slit (fig. 2.7c).
The azimuthal acceptance angle is A<j> = 15°. This sector opening
can be rotated about the beam direction, i.e. the spectrometer
axis.
The multiplier at the end of the spectrometer is again a
Balzers multiplier, which has the specifications as mentioned
in section 2.3. For this reason a device was fitted to move the
multiplier up and down in order to find the most sensitive spot
on the multipliers' first dynode.
With an aperture of 2 mm between the 2 lenses the energy
resolution of this spectrometer was 0.8%.
The transmission was such, that with a beam intensity of
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Fig. 2.9 Ion spectrometer C. The ring lens focuses the ions near the
entrance slit of the cones. The inner cone is cut into 4 pieces.
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XO"6 A and a target gas pressure in the big chamber of
6.5xlG""4 Pa (5*1Q~6 Torr) ion rates of XO 5 s"1 were measured.
2.4,2. Ion spectrometer B
Since we had good experiences with spectrometer A we tried to
develop a spectrometer, measuring at 4 azimuthal angles $ simultaneously, based on a unipotential lens. The concept was an
apparatus like spectrometer A only this time with just one
lens. At the end of the spectrometer there was a condenser consisting of 2 coaxial cones with an angle of 28°. The condenser
deflected the ions to the 4 Hamamatsu multipliers, which were
mounted on a rotatable disc, the axis of which coincided with
the beam axis. In this way the azimuthal angle $ could be varied.
For our experiment the most important requirement, a spectrometer has to fulfil, is that the 4 non coincident ion energy
spectra must be identical. This demands a very high precision
in the alignment of the spectrometer. It appeared that the unipotential lens was extremely sensitive to small disalignments
and we did not succeed in obtaining identical ion spectra. Since
the experiments at that time did not demand a high ion energy
resolution, it was decided to use just the condenser for the
energy analysis. The obtained apparatus is shown schematically
in fig, 2.8. The inner part of the condenser is cut into 4 pieces such that 4 different deflection voltages can be applied,
in this way correcting for possible dlsalignments in the spectrometer. The scattering angle e can be changed by moving the
whole spectrometer towards and from the scattering centre. The
scattering angle resolution is comparable to the one of spectrometer A. The azimuthal acceptance angle is determined by the
width of the multipliers' first dynodes and is about A<j> as 10°.
Trajectory calculations showed that the analyser has no
focussing properties at all and therefore the energy resolution
is 3%. The transmission is certainly better than that of spec-

i

Fig. 2.10 The "windmill" spectrometer C, without the ring lens.
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trometer A: under the same conditions as mentioned in section
2.4.1 the obtained ion rates were ~1.5*1Q5 s~ l .
2.4.3. Ion spectrometer C
In an attempt to combine the advantages of the described spectrometers we designed a third version (C). The resulting spectrometer, consisting of 2 coaxial cones, is shown schematically in fig. 2.9. The angle of the cones is 106°. The inner cone
is again cut into 4 pieces for the same reasons as mentioned
in section 2.4,2. The angle mentioned above means, that ions
scattered by ep= 8° enter the analyser at an angle of 45°. Trajectory calculations show that the properties of this analyser
resercble very much the properties of a flat plate condenser,
including a first order focus. In order to locate this focus on
the exit slit of the analyser, the ions must all leave from a
cross over near the entrance slit. This is the reason why the
ring lens is part of the spectrometer: the scattered ions
pass through the ring slit and are focused by the ring lens
onto a ring shaped crops over near the entrance slit of the
analysers. The 4 Hamama'-su multipliers are located at the angles
$,<(> + 90°, $ + 180°, $ t- 270°. The resulting spectrometer is
shown on the photograph in fig. 2.10 whithout the ring lens.
The azimuthal angle can be varied by turning the spectrometer
axis. The scattering angle epcan be varied between 6° and 10°
by moving the ring slit and the analyser and placing an other
ring lens. The azimuthal acceptance angle is A$ = 8° and the
scattering angle resolution is about A9/9 ss 2.5%. Energy resolution and transmission are a function of the voltage applied
to the ring lens and are shown in fig. 2-11. The best energy
resolution we can obtain is 1.4%. The transmission at A4> = 8°
is in the best cases about half the transmission of spectrometer A described in section 2.4.1.
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Fig. 2.11 Transmission and energy resolution of ion spectrometer C as a
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energy is 1200 eV).
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2,5. THE COINCIDENCE ELECTRONICS
The electronic set up is shown in fig. 2.12, Let us first consider the analysis of the time-information. The exact timing
definition is done by the constant fraction discriminators independent on the multipliers' anode pulse heights. The Hamamatsu
multipliers used for the ion detection have low pulse height
charactaristics (~2 mV) so that an amplifier is needed to trigger the constant fractions. The exact timing signals are then
fed into a time to amplitude converter, which converts the information into a characteristic output pulse height. This amplitude information is digitized by an analog to digital converter and stored in a memory of the multichannel analyser.
Since we have 4 ion signals we have to store 4 time-spectra in
the same memory. The memory address to which the information is
sent is pointed out by a multiplexer (not drawn). Typical time
spectra are shown in fig. 2.13. After subtraction of the background the peaks in fig.2.13 contain the number of real coincidences. A correction for the TACs' dead time has to be made.
The peak width (10ns at 2000 eV) is mainly determined by the
volume of the target gas "cloud" along the beam direction,
which is "seen" by both ion and electron spectrometers.
If we want to accumulate coincident electron energy spectra we need the rest of the electronics shown in fig. 2.12. Let
us first consider the standard time spectrum drawn in fig. 2.14.
The time windows Ni and N 2 contain real + accidental and pure
accidental coincidences respectively. The window widths are 2 T .
Since the electrons are by far the fastest particles, their
signals have to be delayed to match with the ion signals when
entering fast coincidence unit 1. For this reason delay 1 is
set to tj and delay 2 to t 2 and both signals are summed in an
or gate. The coincidence unit 1 is set to the time window T and
the output pulses now contain the coincident signal N1 + N 2 .
This signal is separated into Nj and N 2 by means of coincidence
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units 2 and 3. The obtained spectra are stored in a memory of
the multichannel analyser and are later subtracted to obtain
the real coincident spectra. The reason for the configuration
with 3 ccincidence units is that in this way we are sure that
the windows Nj and N2 always have the same width.
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2.6. DATA REDUCTION AND ERROR ANALYSIS

=

Consider the time spectra in fig. 2.13. A least square fitting
routine fits the accidental background with an exponential function. The resulting exponent is used to correct all the data
points for the TAC dead time.
Subsequently the routine searches for the peak position
and integrates the peak region, the width of which is chosen to
be twice the peak width. The background integral is calculated
from the background height, resulting from the fit calculations.
After subtraction of the background integral over the peak region the number' of real coincidences is obtained.

,j
-\
'

The statistical error is calculated in the following way:
If the number of real coincidences (the net peak integral corrected for dead time) is N R , the number of accidental coincidences in this same region is N- and the total integral of this
region is N T , then the statistical error is

N R is divided by the number of scattered ions in order to correct for beam intensity variations and detection efficiencies
of the ion multipliers.
The resulting data points for the angular distribution are
also fitted with a least square fitting routine to find the excitation amplitudes for the different magnetic sublevels. The
X 2 in this fitting routine is composed of residuals, which are
weighted with the statistical error in the separate data points.
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Fig. 2.15 Variation of the part of the target "cloud" seen by both spectrometers as a function of the electron angle r> (shaded area).
a,b: field of view from e~ and ion spectrometer.
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Simultaneously with the accumulation of the time spectra coincident electron energy spectra are measured. This is done in
order to check if the sweep range applied to the electron spectrometers' retarding field is chosen well. This sweep range
should be such that all the coincident electrons we are interested in are "seen" by the electron detector. For example in the
case of He + + He (see chapter VII) we are interested in both
target and projectile contributions to the total electron intensity and therefore the sweep range mentioned above should
contain both target and projectile electron peaks.
2.7. ANGULAR DEPENDENT CORRECTIONS

'
•

As we can see in fig. 2.15, a correction has to be made to our
coincidence measurements since the part of the target "cloud",
which is "seen" by both electron and ion spectrometer, might
vary with the electron angle ö. The best way to determine the
angular dependent correction factors is to measure the angular
distribution of electrons coming from an autoionising S state
in coincidence with the scattered ions. Such an S state is
formed in the process
H e + + Ne •+ He + + Ne**(ïS) O s 2 ) ^ -»• H e + + Ne + + e

(2.2)

The corresponding electron energy spectrum is shown in fig.

;
1
"''

?
i

;;
j'

I

I

2.16 at a collision energy of 2.6 keV. The energy resolution is
0.05 eV. We see that there are a number of autoionising states.
Identification of the different lines was done by Olsen and
Andersen (1977). The lS state corresponds to the peak labelled
J. The J peak can not completely be resolved from the I peak,
which is certainly not an S state.
We know from section 2.3 that the energy resolution of
0.05 eV corresponds to an analyser transmission energy of 2.5 eV
and therefore to a rather poor transmission. In fact the elec-
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2.16 Energy spectrum of electrons ejected by Ne
collision, energy resolution is 0,05 eV, E

30.0
ELECTBON ENERGY (eV)
excited in a He + Ne
= 2,6 keV, * = 135

tron rate is too small to perform coincidence measurements
within a reasonable time. Therefore we proceeded as follows
i) The angular distribution of the J-electrons J' (&) was determined from a non-coincidence measurement by means of a
fitting routine: the I and J peaks were fitted by a Gaussian
function. This angular distribution is shown in fig, 2.17, From
these data J'($) we determined the correction factors F(tf) such
that an isotropic distribution was obtained:
J(«?) = F(0) J'(fl)

(2.3)

ii) We also measured the non-coincident electron distribution
for peak C - C'($)r which corresponds to the Ne**(2p 4 3s 2 )*D
level and made the correction with the factors F in the following way
CO») = F(») C'03)

(2.4)

iii) Since the C peak has enough intensity and can easily be
separated from the B and D peaks it was possible to perform coincident measurements C(#,$). We performed a lot of measurements for * = 90° (see chapter V ) . Other coincident measurements for * = 135° are known from Benz (1979}. It appeared that
co») = ƒ C O M ) <a<f>

(2.5)

for both angles d = 90°, 135°. Since the largest correction is
expected for the largest angles we may say that no correction
is needed for d = 45° -»• 135°.
By checking the coincident electron angular distribution
keV collision energy, 9 = 6° in the process
He + + He ->• He + + He**(2p2)1D -* He* + H e + + e"

(2.6)
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Fig. 2.17 Angular distribution of non coincident electrons ejected by
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(see qhapter VII), when placing an other ion spectrometer or
an other target gas inlet system we made sure that no angular
dependent corrections to the coincident angular distributions
had to be made for either one of these devices. The target gas
inlet systems we used were a tube of I and 0.1 mm diameter respectively and 2 coaxial cones (angle 90°) with a gap of 0.05 mm
which were cut off 3 mm below the beam.
In general the target gas inlet system has to be placed a
few mm below the beam in order to avoid surface charges being
built up, which cause an energy shift for the emitted electrons,
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Chapter III
General kinematic considerations

3,1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we shall discuss the kinematics of the heavy
particles and the emitted electrons. This is done by applying
the laws of conservation of energy and momentum, which for the
heavy particles results in the so called Newton-diagram.
Special attention is given to the electron kinematics, because in chapter VI and VII we shall meet a system in which
both projectile and target emit electrons. Due to the velocity
of the emitter the electron energy will be shifted by the
Doppler effect. Besides there are some problems concerning the
width of the electron peaks in the electron energy spectra. Finally we shall discuss the influence of the transformation from
the emitter to the laboratory system on the electron intensity.
For the description of the collision kinematics we need
the following definitions:

V

v T (:= o)

V

u

t

V ' V , up', V

velocity of projectile and target
before the collision in the laboratory system.
See V , V"T, but now in the centre
of mass (CM) system
Velocities after the collision
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Kinetic energy before the collision
(laboratory system)
Kinetic energy after the collision
Belativ kinetic energy before the
collision
Inelastic energy loss
Scattering angles in the laboratory system with respect to the beam
direction
Scattering angle in the CM systom
Total mass of the system
Reduced mass of the system

(= 0)

V' V
E

rel

3

CM
M u = Mp + M
U = M p M T /M 1 2
For the electron kinematics
tions. (In the following we
atom: the emitter.)
m, M
V~o
v , u
e e = 5v 2 »e
E.
6
#
y
<f>

= ?ue2

we also need the following definiwill call the electron emitting
Nass of electron and e&ftter
Velocity of the emitter before the
emission
Electron velocities in laboratory
and emitter system
Electron energies in laboratory
and emitter system
Emitter energy in the laboratory
system
Angle between v"o and beam direction
Angle between v and beam direction
Angle between V o and v
Azimuthal angle between V o and v e

In this chapter we will not discuss the shift and broadening of the ion peaks in the ion energy spectra since they
are relatively small and cannot be observed by our ion spectro-
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meters.
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3,2. COLLISION KINEMATICS

|;

Let us consider the Newton diagram in fig. 3.1. This diagram

|"
fi
t
;.•

is a grafie aid to perform transformations from the laboratory
into the CM system. This diagram is based on the fact that the
centre of mass velocity V ™ remains constant during the collision. In general this velocity is given by

V'
..

V C M = (MpVp + MTVT)/M12

(3.1)

but in our case, since V„ = O

j.

\

VCM = ^ ~ Vp

(3.2)

I
%

and the kinetic energy of the centre of mass is

•i

i'

E

CM ~ ^"12V C M

=

R

The relativ kinetic energy becomes
E

rel =E P "E CM = 5H"E P

(3

"4)

In the Newton diagram CM is the centre of mass and 2 circles are
drawn with radii U p and U„,. These velocities are given by

M

P

During the collision process the total mass of the system is
conserved and this yields:
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Pig. 3.1 Newton diagram for an inelastic collision.
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up

p

(3,7)

ü '
T

However» in our case there is an inelastic energy loss Q and 2
more circles have to be drawn with radii

v-\!

(3.8)
M

P

(3,9)

which is the translation of the energy loss into the velocity
domain. Since the scattering angle 9 p is known, the total diagram can now be constructed. Using some simple trigonometric
calculus we now obtain for the projectile energy after the
collision:
M

«12

K '=
P

1.10)

The energy of the target after the collision

E

T

E

(3.11)

- Q

F

The scattering angle

9

T

(Mp +

cos eT =

2

J

T'

Mp

+ MpQ

(3.12)

M

VT'"
and the centre of mass scattering angle
T

'CM

cos CM
(3.13)

In the case of He + on He and He + + Ne collisions this yields
table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.2 Definition of angles occuring in the description of the Doppler
shift.
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Table 3.1. Some characteristic quantities of the scattering process.
(E in eV , 6 in degrees)

He+ + He
E

P

1200

1600
2000

8

He + + Ne

Q = 60 eV

P

V

V

6

1126.09

13.91

70. 13 12.33

8

1115.95

24.05

71.45 16.44

9
CM

V

Q = 45 eV

V

9

T

9

CM

10 1102.99 37.01 71.46 20.55
8 1508.41 31.59 74. 10 16.32

1147.75

7.25

77.75

12.04

1950,61

4,39

80.20

7.21

22.32

75.66

12.19

1900.79

39.21

75.69

16.25

1Q 1879.21

60.79

74.91

20.32

6

1917.68

8
3000

10 2849. 22 90.78

76.62 20 .21

4000

3 3862. 29 77.71

78.86 16.12

We will need these data in tha following chapters.
3.3. DOPPLER SHIFT OF ELECTRON ENERGIES
In this section we shall neglect the recoil of the electron
emitting atom. In general the electron emitting atom is not at
rest but will move with a certain velocity ^ 0 . This results in
a Doppler shift of the electron energy. For simplicity the centre of mass of the system is chosen to coincide with the electron emitting atom (recoil neglected). Using the cosine-ruie
we may now write for the electron velocity in the emitter system
V 0 2 - 2 v e Vo

COS

Y

(3.14)

The definition of the angles is shown in fig. 3.2. For the
energies in the laboratory and emitter system this yields
(3.15)
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Fig. 3.3 Electron energy spectra in the scattering plane as a function of
electron angle # . In order to keep the figure simple and to give
an indication of the original peak positions, the target and projectile contributions are added incoherently and the angular
variation of the electron intensity is not taken into account.

W'
and

(for

Ee = Eeo + 2 cos Y\/ür
j E.i s i n 2 Y) + £• E.
cos 2Y
V M E.ï (e eon - jM
MI

ï-,

f
£'
f

cos Y = sin 8 sin $ cos $ + cos d cos 9

e
e

= E „ + A + B cos <J) + C cos 2 è

with
A = 2 cos * cos 9 y — E. (E
B = 2 s i n t» sin 9

C = 2 5L E i

I
Ï
;
i
?
|

i

(3.18)

eO

•1,

,''•'
;;

(3.17)

Inserting (3.17) into (3.16) yields:

;.'

Ï

(3.16)

Normally the electron emission angle is not measured with respect to the emitter velocity but with respect to the beam direction. So we have to translate y into 9, $ and 0:

';'
]

u e > Vo)

- — E. sin'1

Y)

+

ïf E. (2

\l - E. (e „ - - E. s i n 2 Y) + ^ E. (cos & cos 8)
L V M i e O M i
M i
J

sin 2 ö sin 2 9

(3.20)

(3.21)

We shall now give an example for this Doppler shift. Consider
the system He + + He, in which target or projectile are excited
to the H e U p 2 ) ^ level. Autoionisation occurs by emission of
an electron with the energy e
= 35.3 eV. For a collision
energy of E p = 2 keV and a projectile scattering angle 9 p = 6°
the electron suffers a Doppler shift of maximal | E - E | as
6 eV.
This Doppler shift is shown in the scattering plane in
fig. 3.3. We see that there are regions where both contributions
overlap. In these regions we can in principle observe interference phenomena (see chapter VI) . The typical shape of the electron peaks is caused by post collision interaction, which we
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will briefly deal with in section 6.2.
3.4. THE SHAPE OF THE ELECTRON PEAKS
The width and shape of the electron peak is mainly determined
by;
1. post collision interaction
2. scattering into various azimuthal angles
3. scattering at various angles e
4. the finite acceptance angle of the electron spectrometer.
If we measure non coincident electron spectra the peak
width is mainly determined by 2 and 3 since there is no detection of the scattered ions, and accordingly we have to integrate over all azimuthal angles <j> and scattering angles e. We
shall not deal with the non-coincident electron peak width
since we do perform coincident measurements. We shall also not
discuss the electron analysers' energy resolution, which was
already treated in chapter II. The post collision interaction
is due to a Coulomb interaction between the ejected electron
and the collision partner and is discussed in section 6.2.
3.4.1. Scattering into various azimuthal angles $
Since the emitted electrons are measured in coincidence with
the scattered projectiles, we have to integrate over the azimuthal acceptance angle of the ion spectrometer.
Assume that the ions are detected at the angles <\> ± %b$,
then from equation 3.18 it follows that the electron peaks are
broadened by an amount of
Ae e = 2B [ c o s <fi (cos ^

- 1) + s i n <>
f s i n >sA<ji]

(3.22)

in which the term C is neglected because it is very small. For
small values of A<j> this can be approximated by

i

Ae

= B A<{> s i n <>|

(3.23)

According to (3.20) the factor B also contains a term
m/M E. sin2 y in which y is a function of *, 8, $, but in our
case this term is small in comparison with e eQ so that we have
neglected a slight variation of y.
For an example at E p = 2 keV, 8 p = 6°, e e Q =35,3 eV,
fl = 90°, <f> = 90°, A* = 10° then
B s 0.645 eV
Ae e = 0,113 eV

so that Ae o /e Dn * 0.3%, which is only a small broadening,
e eo
3.4.2. Scattering into various angles 9
Now we have to deal with the scattering acceptance angle A6.
Since in our case A9/e as 2% the corresponding broadening of
the electron peaks is also very small. The broadening can directly be calculated from equation 3.18. For example:
E p = 2000 eV, 8 p = 6°, A9 = 0.2°, 0 = 90°, $ = 0°, e e Q = 35,3 eV
(He+ + He) we get Ae e «0.02 eV.
3.4.3. The finite acceptance angle of the electron detector
This effect is most important for the case where the projectile
is the electron emitting atom. As we can see in fig. 3.3, the
variation of the electron energy with the detection angle & is
largest in the region & = 90°.
For the electrons emitted by the target atom this effect
can be neglected, but for the projectile dee/di? =» 100 meV/degree
(Ep = 2 keV, e p = 6°, <j> = 0). Therefore if the angular acceptance angle is about 3° the projectile peaks will be broadened
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by ~3QQ meV. This is clearly demonstrated in fig. 7,2 in
chapter VII where we have measured some coincident electron
energy spectra with a good energy resolution but with an angular resolution of 3.5 .

3.5, INTENSITY OF THE ELECTRON PEAKS
For a given angle- and energy dependent intensity function in
the emitter frame, Ie(J, the intensity of the emitted electrons
in the laboratory frame is a function of the emitter velocity.
Consider the case, that the projectile is the electron emitting
particle. In this case not only the energy of the emitted electrons is higher due to the Doppler effect, but also the number
of ejected electrons is higher in forward direction (small ö ) .
For example: the electron ejected at t? = 90° in the emitter
frame will be detected at a smaller angle in the laboratory
frame, due to the emitter velocity.
The intensity of the emitted electrons I
to be corrected in the following way:

therefore, has

an „ de „
e

e

in which I L , fie, e are respectively the intensity in the laboratory, the angles at which the electrons are detected and
the energy of the electrons in the laboratory frame. The other
quantities correspond to the emitter frame. After some calculations we can write:
(3.25)

an

rrp

ar~=Vr;—

2E

_mE

eO
e M i
Therefore the intensity correction becomes:
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(3 26)

-

K

i
eo 1,

(e

(3,27)
+ e

m _.

2 e0 e ~ M V
Because of this correction all the angular distributions
cribed in chapters VI and VII, which are due to the electrons
emitted by the He + projectile, are somewhat bent in forward
direction*

j
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Chapter IV
Theoretical background

4.1. INTRODUCTION

l
I
|
{.'
:

\'

In this chapter we shall discuss the general theory of low velocity atom-atom collisions. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
discussed in section 4.2, describes the electronic and nuclear
motions separately. It yields a basis set of electronic wavefunctions used for the description of the whole system, including electrons and the two nuclei. In the B.O. approximation
transitions between different electronic states do not occur.
The Born-Oppenheimer basis is therefore also called the adiabatic basis. The coupling between electronic and nuclear motion is
described by a semiclassical theory in section 4.3. In this
section we shall also introduce the so-called diabatic set of
electronic wave-functions. Both types of basis sets are commonly used for the description of the coupling mechanisms. Which
of the two bases is better suited to describe the collision
system depends on the relative velocity of the collision partners as compared to the electron velocity.
The coupling mechanisms in terms of transition probabilities are described in section 4.4. There are two types of
couplings: radial coupling, which describes the transition between states of the same A (A is the projection of the angular
momentum on the internuclear axis) and rotational coupling,
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which describes the transitions between states of different
angular momentum projection A.
Finally in section 4.5 we shall discuss the electron pro
motion model and the correlation diagrams, which are of great
importance for the qualitative interpretation of atom-atom or
ion-atom collisions.

4.2. THE BORN-OPPENHEIMER APPROXIMATION
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is treated in many textbooks.
Here we will only give a brief outline, for further information
the reader is refered to e.g. Geltman (1969) . Consider a collision system of 2 atoms A and B with masses M. and M„ and electron mass m. The reduced mass of the system is
M

AMB

(4.1)

If we separate the motion of the centre of mass from the rest
of the system the time independent Schrödinger equation reads:
(4.2)

In this equation the index i indicates the electron coordinates
r i with respect to the centre of mass of the nuclei. The index
R corresponds to the internuclear distance. The potential energy in equation 4.2 also contains the nuclear mutual repulsion
term:

i'

e

i'

AB
R

For a fixed nuclear separation R we can write the eigen value
equation as:
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H r

e i'R

rUi' ~

er i'

2m £. i

rr i'

r

T i'
(4.4)
The electron coordinates r. are expressed in a coordinate systern, which is fixed to the molecule, therefore the dependence
in*„and E upon R is only through the magnitude of R. The index r denotes the different electronic states.
We now expand the wave functions of nuclear and electronic
motion in terms of the complete set of molecular states:
xx

v

- > • - > •

,.

Ui = >. F_(R) d>_(r.rR)

_.

(4.5)

Putting expansion (4.5) into (4.2), multiplying by a particular
$ * and integrating over a l l the electron coordinates yields
the set of coupled equations:

^ll2(Vr«(R))

<( 1

i r*KI*r'>

+ F

r«(R) V I V l ^ i * '

(4 6)

-

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation all the coupling terms
on the right hand side of (4.6) are neglected. This is a reasonable approximation for low relative velocities where the
coupling terms are small. The neglect of the coupling terms in
(4.6) also means that the B.O. approximation is only valid in
those regions of R where the energy gap between different potential curves is large. When 2 curves come close to each other
the B.O. approximation is not valid and transitions may occur.
4.3. THE BASIS SET OF WAVE FUNCTIONS
In this section we describe the coupling between electronic and
nuclear motion semiclassically, which means:
a. quantum mechanical treatment of the electron motion
49

b, classical treatment of the nuclear motion.
We shall use two different basis sets of electronic wave functions, the adiabatic one, which is the one defined by the B.O.approximation, and a diabatic one.
The time dependent Schrödinger equation for the electronic
motion reads:
He(ri,R(t))

= iti

•

(4.7)

—

Expanding the iji in some complete set of electronic wave functions $„ yields
1

rr

ri

the coefficients c follow from the Schrödinger equation:
6

v r

dR

i

with
(4.10)

and

rr,

I—I

(4.11)

6R

We distinguish the adiabatic basis $

and the diabatic basis

a. The adiabatic basis
'r
This basis was already defined by the B.O. approximation (see
equation 4.4). The wave functions $^ are the eigen functions
of the electronic Kamiltonian for fixed internuclear distance
R. The matrix H r r , in equation 4.10 now becomes diagonal. This
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description may be used if the relative velocity is low enough
so that the electrons can adapt adiabatically, except for distances where AE , is small and transitions may occur, due to
the coupling matrix element p r r i - Since Prri has a weight factor dt/dt the possibility that a transition occurs strongly depends on the radial velocity (radial coupling) or the rotational
velocity (rotational coupling). If the relative velocity is
too low the system follows the adiabatic way and no transition
occurs. The adiabatic potential curves are described by Er(R)
(equation 4.4), which is the eigenvalue of the electronic hamiltonian for fixed R. In general two adiabatic potential
curves of the same angular momentum projection A do not cross
according to the Wigner non-crossing rule. This is illustrated in fig, 4.1.
b. The diabatic basis £ .
The B.O. approximation gives a good description of the patential curves outside the crossing region where AE , is large.
The diabatic basis £_ is obtained by an interpolation between
the adiabatic potential curves outside the crossing region.
Therefore diabatic potential curves of the same A do cross as
is indicated by the dashed line in fig. 4.1. The matrix H i is
no longer diagonal and now describes the transitions between
the diabatic potential curves. It should be mentioned that <ji
and e, only differ in the coupling region.
As an example we now perform a 2-state approximation. The adiabatic basis is defined by <\>\ and <j>2 with corresponding energies
E!(R(t)) and E2(R(t)). The diabatic basis is defined by ?i and
?2- The wave functions can now be expanded in
a. adiabatic basis functions
i

fc

•

t

<Kt> = a ! ( t ) <(>! e x p [ - - ƒ E : ( t ) d t ] + a 2 ( t ) <j>2 exp[ - ^ ƒ E 2 ( t ) a t ]

(4.12)
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R (Arb.U.)
Fig. 4.1 The adiabatic and diabatic (dashed) potential curves.
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b. diabatic basis functions
. t
. t
• Ct) = b 1 (t) Cl exp[- - ƒ Hu clt] + b 2 (t) £ 2 expï- £ ƒ H22 dtl

(4.13)

o

4,4. RADIAL AND ROTATIONAL COUPLING
As we have already seen in equation 4.9 the transition probability between two electronic states strongly depends on R,
that is on d|R|/dt and on de/dt in which 9 is the angle between
the beam direction and the internuclear axis. In the two state
approximation the adiabatic basis function coefficients can be
found with the time dependent Schrödinger equation (similar
equations are obtained using diabatic basis functions):
.
. tt
. t
aj, exp[- r- ƒ EX dt] + a2<ij>i|<f2> exp[ - i- ƒ E2 dt] = 0
o
o
. t
t
a 2 exp[- ^ ƒ E2 dt] + a!«|> 2 |li> exp[ - i- ƒ Ej dt] = 0

(4.14)
(4.15)

The states \$„> can be expanded in a radial and a rotational
part as follows:

in which L^ is the angular momentum in the molecular system perpendicular to the scattering plane. In connection with equation
4.16 we now distinguish 2 kinds of coupling mechanisms.
a. Radial coupling
In the 2 state approximation the radial coupling is described
by the matrix elementfe<(j>2\-rs\ <t>i >•
Since 6/SR is a scalar operator, the angular momentum projection A on the internuclear axis must be the same for the
matrix element to be non zero. Therefore radial coupling only

J
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L.

R (Arb.U.)
Fig. 4.2 Landau Zener transition probability (the diabatic potential curves
are drawn).

3

n

R (Arb.U.)
Fig. 4.3 Landau Zener transition probability between adiabatic potential
curves of the same A (the diabatic potential curves are dashed).
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describes transitions between electronic states with the same
<
1
i.
\
Ï
>
f
I;
;

A.
Let us consider the figs, 4.2 and 4.3, Pig. 4,2 shows 2
diabatic potential curves of the same A and fig. 4.3 shows 2
adiabatic potential curves of the same A.
Landau (1932) and Zener (1932) derived a formula for the
transition probability on a diabatic basis. This equation
reads:
e -2ira

|H 1 2 | 2
_

(4.17)

and is called the Landau-Zener formula. In this equation
is the relative radial velocity, of the collision partners and
P is the probability that the system follows its original potential curve (fig. 4.2). The Landau-Zener formula is commonly
used for the transition probabilities between adiabatic states
(consider fig. 4.3). The transition probability is identical
to the probability that the system follows the diabatic way
(dashed line in fig. 4.3) instead of the adiabatic. Following
this diabatic way thus means:
- a transition with an adiabatic basis (fig. 4.3)
- no transition with a diabatic basis (fig. 4.2)
The total transition probability from the in- to the outgoing
channel is 2P(1 - P ) . From equation 4.17 it is clear that the
system follows the adiabatic way if V r a d is small. This is consistent with the fact that the system is best described with an
adiabatic basis when V , is small as we have seen in the former section of this chapter.
b. Rotational coupling
The rotational coupling is described by the matrix element
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R (Arb.U.)
Pig. 4.4 Rotational coupling between potential curves of different A.
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i è/h <<(>r|Lj_l<t>ri> (see equation 4.16). If <j>r and <f>r, are eigenfunctions with defined A, this matrix element differs from zero
only if A and A' differ by one. Therefore rotational coupling
only occurs between potential curves of different A.
The transition probability for rotational coupling was
derived by McCarrol (1971) and Russek (1971). Consider the potential diagram in fig. 4.4, The probability that the system
will follow the adiabatic way, is given by

(4.18)
in which R is the internuclear distance at which the crossing
occurs. The transition probability Q12 is strongly dependent
on rotational velocity 9 and will increase if 9 increases, that
means if the relative velocity increases and/or the impact parameter b decreases.

4.5. THE ELECTRO'' PROMOTION MODEL
In 1927 Hund (1927) and Mulliken (1928) developed the M.O.
(molecular orbital) model. In this model the electrons are
treated as independent particles whose energies are considered
as a function of the internuclear distance of the collision
partners. An important feature of this model is the "electron
promotion", which means that the main quantum number n of a
certain molecular orbital is larger in the case of the united
atom (R = 0) than in the case of the separated atoms (R = °°) .
Later models (Lichten (1963)) are based on diabatic potential
energy curves, which can have crossings with curves of the same
angular momentum projection A. These molecular states even exist
above the ionisation threshold. Fano and Lichten (1965) improved the model for homonuclear systems using H 2 -like molecular
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Fig. 4.5 One electron correlation diagram for the system

orbitals. This model makes the assumption that the electrons
move in a 2-centre Coulomb potential and electron-electron in-I

;"
I
\
K
|
•
|

teractions are neglected.
In the following we shall first discuss the one-electron
correlation diagram (H2+) and subsequently the state correlation diagrams for symmetrical and asymmetrical systems,
The one-electron diagram is shown in fig. 4.5. For details
the reader is refered to the publications mentioned above. Here
we shall only treat the construction rules, which follow directly from an expansion of the one-electron orbital wave function
in elliptical coordinates.
When correlating the separated atom electronic states with
the united atom states, the following quantities must be conserved;
a. Parity.
The parity of the united atom is simply given by (-1)
but the parity of the separated atoms depends on the behaviour of the total wave function under an inversion transformation with respect to the centre of mass of the collision system.
b. The angular momentum projection A on the internuclear axis.
c. The number of radial nodes n-£-l in the total wave function.
This conservation rule is strictly valid only for the H 2 system, but in the Fano-Lichten model conservation of radial nodes
is retained also for many electron systems, which induces some
diabatic character of the correlation lines.
Keeping in mind that each o molecular orbital may contain
two electrons, each TT orbital four electrons and so on, we may
now construct a state-correlation diagram. As an example we
shall discuss the symmetrical system He + + He. The correlation
diagram is shown in fig. 4.6. In this system we have three electrons, which we try to fit into the one electron correlation
diagram in fig. 4.5. The lso molecular orbital can only contain two electrons, therefore the third electrdn has to be pro-
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4.6 Diabatic electronic state
He + + He.
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correlation diagram for the system

moted via the 2pa molecular orbital resulting in orbital a in
fig. 4.6. On the other hand we can also have the situation that
two electrons are promoted via the 2pau orbital and one remains
in the lsg orbital, which in the electronic state diagram
(fig. 4.6) is equivalent to the orbital c; (lsa ) (2pa ) 2 2 S ,
g
u
y
From fig. 4,6 it is clear that the. orbitals b and c have a
crossing. Since both molecular orbitals have a symmetry 2, radial coupling may occur at this crossing with a probability
given by the Landau Zener formula (4,17). For small internuclear distances the orbitals c, d and e approach, having different angular momentum projection A, Therefore transitions can
only occur via rotational coupling with a probability depending
on the angular velocity ê of the internuclear line and the energy gap between the different potential curves. If such a coupling occurs, the He**(2p2)1D state can be populated (see chapter VII). It should be mentioned that for symmetrical systems
like He + + He the rule of conservation of radial nodes can be
omitted, because the diagram can be constructed with just the
rules of conservation of parity and A.
For asymmetrical systems the model was modified by Barat
and Lichten (1972). The correlation diagram only differs from
that of the symmetrical systems in the fact that now parity is
not conserved and the diagram must be constructed with conservation of A and n-n-1. We shall not discuss such a diagram
here, because we have already shown how to construct a diagram
for He + He. For the asymmetrical systems the construction is
similar. For an example the reader is refered to the correlation diagram for the system He + Ne in fig. 5.14, chapter V.
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Chapter V
Angular correlation between
autoionisation electrons from
Ne(2p43s2)1D and scattered ions in
He+ + Ne collisions
ABSTRACT - Angular distributions of autoionisation electrons from
Ne(2p'v3s2)lD due to He + + Ne collisions at 1.2 and 2 keV were measured in
coincidence with the scattered projectiles and compared with those of electrons from He(2p2)lD measured by Kessel et al. (1979). A theoretical analysis of such angular electron correlations in terms of a density matrix
description is given. We find that the Ne excitation occurs in a nearly
pure M = 0 sublevel with respect to an axis in the scattering plane, which
coincides with the internuclear line of the collision partners on the outgoing part of the trajectory at a separation of R* = 2.6 ag and 2.2 a 0
(1.2 keV and 2 keV). This is interpreted as being due to an excitation at
small R by a radial coupling of two 2-potential curves, followed by a rotation of the quasimolecule as a whole up to R*. A quantitative estimate
of the energy separations between 2, FI and A potential curves correlating
to He

+ Ne(2pl*3s2)lD indicates that a rotational coupling between these

curves is responsible for the decoupling of electronic and nuclear motion
at R

* This chapter is based on a publication, which appeared in J. Phys. B: At.
Mol. Phys. lj[ (1982) 3745; authors: E. Boskamp, 0. Griebling, R. Morgenstern and G. Nienhuis
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we report about angular correlations between
scattered He + projectiles and autoionization electrons ejected
from collisionally excited Ne(2p43s2)*D. This autoionizing state
was chosen since it allows an interesting comparison with the
case of He + + He collisions, in which mainly the He(2p2)lD state
is excited (Kessel et al. 1979). In both cases the orbital
angular momentum of the excited state is L = 2, however in the
case of He this is due to the angular momenta of the two loosely bound excited electrons, whereas in the case of Ne it is due
to the 2-hole configuration of the tightly bound core electrons.
Prom this one can suspect that the dynamical coupling between
the electronic angular momentum and the rotation of the internuclear axis during the collision is different in these two
cases. By determining the angular correlations one should be
able to reveal these differences.
The theoretical analysis of the measured correlations in
the case of Ne** autoionization is complicated by the fact that
the final state Ne is a P-state. Therefore the angular momentum of the autoionizing state can be shared by the ejected electron and the remaining ion in different ways and this has to
be taken into account in the evaluation of the data.
A general description of emitted-electron-scattered-projectile angular correlations in terms of a density matrix is
given in section 3 of this chapter.
5.2. EXPERIMENT
In order to determine the geometry and the kinematics of the
scattering-process completely, the emitted electrons and the
scattered projectiles have to be measured in coincidence.
Also, the scattered He ions and the emitted electrons
have to be energy-analyzed: The electrons, because we are only
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interested in those due to the Ne** (2p43s2) *D state, and the
ions, because we want to be sure that only one process is leading to Ne** excitation, e.g. we do not want a contribution
from the process He + + Ne •*• He + * + Ne* . Finally, we want to
avoid accidental coincidences due to ions, which were elastically scattered or which have caused a one-electron excitation
process,
The apparatus was described in chapter II of this thesis.
The transmission energy of the electron spectrometer was 10 eV.
Figure 5.1 shows a non-coincident electron energy spectrum at
an electron angle # = 135° and a projectile energy of 2 keV.
The identification of -Lae different lines was done by Olsen
and Andersen (1977) and will not be repeated here. We are mainly interested in the peak labelled C, which corresponds to the
Ne** (2pl43s2)lD state. As one can see the energy resolution of
our spectrometer is sufficient to resolve the C-peak from the
B and D peaks. The fine-structure components corresponding to
a decay to the two final states Ne (2p5)2Pi/2» 2 p 3/2' which
have an energy separation of 0.097 eV, are not resolved. Even
at lower transmission energies in the spectrometer they can not
be separated from each other since the electron peaks are broadened by the Doppler effect corresponding to the recoil velocities of the target atoms. This recoil Doppler effect must also
be taken into account in the coincidence measurements. The velocity component of the electron-emitting Ne-atom in the direction of the electron detector mainly depends on the azimuthal
angle $ between the scattering plane of the corresponding impact
process and the plane defined by beam direction and electron
detector.
Due to this the electron energies can be shifted up to
±106 meV for a projectile energy of 2000 eV and a scattering
angle e p = 6° and up to ±137 meV for the case of 1200 eV, e p =
10°. The measurements at 2 keV were performed with ion spectrometer A (see chapter II) , measuring only one azimuthal angle $
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5.1 Non coincident electron energy spectrum. Collision energy = 2 keV.
* = 135°. Peak C is due to autoionisation of Ne(2pi*3s2) *D, the
state which is investigated by coincidence measurements.
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Fig. 5.2 Non coincident electron energy spectrum. Collision energy 1200 eV.
* = 135°.
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at one time. Regarding the electron energy shifts mentioned
above the electron spectrometer was set to the appropriate
energy at each angle <j>, <?.
The measurements at 1200 eV were performed with ion spectrometer B (see chapter II), measuring four azimuthal angles $
simultaneously. These four azimuthal angles <f> correspond to
four different electron energy shifts (Doppler effect), therefore during these measurements the electron spectrometer was
swept over the appropriate energy range.
For completeness we also show the non-coincident electron
energy spectrum for 1200 eV collision energy at an electron
angle tf = 135° in fig. 5.2.
An ion energy-loss spectrum at 2 keV collision energy is
shown in fig. 5.3, using ion spectrometer A with an energy resolution AE/E = 0.8%
In the spectrum three peaks can be distinguished: peak I
corresponds to elastically scattered ions, peak II to ions,
which have initiated a one-electron excitation process in the
Ne target atom; and peak III to ions, which have excited the
autoionising states in Ne shown in figs. 5.1 and 5.2 corresponding to the process.
H e + + Ne •* H e + + Ne** •+ H e + + N e + + e~

(5.1)

Two other processes may contribute to peak III:
H e + + Ne •*• He** + N e +

(5.2)

H e + + Ne -> H e + * + Ne*

(5.3)

However, since no He autoionisation electrons are observed in the
electron energy spectra, process 5.2 has a low probability. Regarding process 5.3, the only way this process interferes with
our coincidence measurements is by means of accidental coinci-
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Fig. 5.3 Ion energy-loss spectrum. Collision energy = 2 keV, 9 p = 6 the
energy location of the ions corresponding to Ne(2p'*3s2) *D is
indicated.
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dences.
The ions corresponding to the different autoionising levels
can not be resolved in the ion spectrometer. In spite of the
low energy resolution, however, the ions corresponding to the
Ne(2p**3s2)l D level can be located in fig. 5.3, namely by performing coincidence measurements in which the electron spectrometer is set to the Ne(2pl*3s2)LD level and in which the transmission energy of the ion spectrometer is varied. The energy
location of these corresponding ions is indicated in fig. 5.3.
There is only one other process, which gives rise to Ne**
excitation and which therefore might disturb our angular correlation measurements:
He + + Ne •* He + * + Ne**

(5.4)

Since the energy required to excite the He + ion is 40 eV, the
occurence of process 5.4 would lead to a corresponding peak
in the energy loss spectrum at a much lower energy than peak
III. Our measurements have shown that such a peak does not
occur for the collision energy of 2 keV. Earlier measurements
(Gerber et al. 1973) also revealed the absence of. process 5.4
at a collision energy of 1 keV.
Since we know now that the only possibly interfering process does not occur, we are free to use ion spectrometer B, with
its even lower energy resolution of AE/E = 3%, for the measurements at i?00 eV.
An ion energy-loss spectrum at a collision energy of 1200
eV is shown in fig. 5.4. In this spectrum the different peaks
can no longer be resolved, but performing the same coincidence
measurements as mentioned above, the ion energy peak corresponding to the autoionising N e U p ^ s 2 ) lD state can easily be found.
These coincidence measurements are also shown in fig. 5.4.
By setting the ion- and electron spectrometers to the appropriate energy corresponding to the Ne(2p'*3s2): D state and
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varying the angles ö, ij> the angular electron distribution can
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now be measured,
Differential cross sections for the process 5,1 were measured by Gerber (1974) and Barat et al. (1976). Both measurements are in good agreement. The measurements of Gerber are
shown in fig. 5,5. The process appears to have a maximum probability for E.a « 1 2 keV/degrees. This condition is fulfilled
for both measurements described in this chapter.
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5,3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ANGULAR ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS

I

I

I

Except for the projectile spin projection, in the present case
the incoming collision partners and the scattered projectile
ion are in a non-degenerate state. In our case the projectile
spin projection is not changed during the collision, because
the spin-orbit coupling, which may cause a spin-flip, is negligibly small. For an observed direction and electronic state
of the scattered ion the excited state of the target atom is
therefore given as a pure state, since no averaging or summation over unobserved quantum numbers is needed (apart from an
average over the initial velocity distribution). This state of
the excited atom is written as
|I|I>

= £ \m> dM

;
)
"-

(5>5)

M

where d M is the scattering amplitude for excitation of the magnetic substate |LM> of the autoionising *D state (L = 2 ) , with
a scattering angle that is fixed by the detected direction of
the scattered projectile ion. The state 5.5, which serves as
the initial state of the autoionisation process, has zero spin,
and in the present experiment the spin of the final state of
the ion and of the ejected electron remain unobserved. Since
the interactions responsible for autoionisation are purely
Coulombic, they are not sensitive to spin effects, and we can
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ignore all spins completely.
We consider the amplitude for autoionisation of the state
5.5, when the electron is ejected with wave-vector k and the
ion is left in the final state |L f M f > (with L f = 1 in the present case) „ This amplitude is denoted as

f
I

A(ltfLfMf) = <k!L f M f |Va|i(.>

(5.6)

h<

\
\;
']
1

-:
:

where the autoionisation operator V a only contains Coulomb interactions. This operator commutes with the orbital angular momentum of the autoionising system, so that it is a scalar operator (Brink and SatchJer, 1962). Using the density matrix
p =» [ipxipl of the atom directly after the excitation, the angular distribution of ejected electrons is proportional to:

Y

2

(5.7)

tt__

mm

Mf

ï

|v pV +|ic;L-M >

Mf

where a summation over the unobserved magnetic quantum numbers
of the final state is performed. We can also write equation 5.7
as:
£,
<k;L f M_|V I L M X L M I P I L M ' X L M ' | V
a
Mf M,M'

|k;L f M >

(5.8)

The angles #,$ specify the direction of the wave-vector 3c
of the electrons. In order to make use of angular momentum conservation it is convenient to expand the plane waves |k"> in
spherical harmonics (Edmonds, 1960).
eik.r m

£4iri* j

(kr)

v (£) Y *(k)

(5.9)

in which £ and k are the unit vectors in the direction r, jc.
The spherical Besselfunctions j ^ are related to the ordinary
Besselfunctions J by the equality
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From (5,9) i t follows t h a t

|ïc> can be w r i t t e n a s :

|ie> = X |kHm> YB*(k)
9,m

(5.11)

m

in which the wave-function of the state |JUm> is
Y£nj(r)

(5.12)

We take advantage of the fact that V a is a scalar operator, which cannot alter the total orbital angular momentum of
the autoionising system, so that
L = 1 + Lf

(5.13)

We expand t h e d e n s i t y matrix p in terms of i r r e d u c i b l e s p h e r i c a l t e n s o r s , which a r e defined by t h e general r e l a t i o n (Brink
and S a t c h l e r , 1962).

T.(LL')=Z
I*
J!)l2k
+ I]* <L'M-|,
kq
*-, |LM> (-l)W
\-M
qM
f

(5.14)

in terms of a Wigner 3j-symbol. Because of the orthonormality
of the spherical tensors we can expand

where
P k g = Tr p \ q ( L D

(5.16)

are the multipole coefficients of the density matrix. For a
fixed value of k the tensors Tfc with all possible values of q

j
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(-K <, q =? k) have the same transformation properties for rotations as the spherical harmonics Y , . T h e a n i s o t r ° P v °f the distribution 5.7 directly reflects the anisotropy of the density
matrix p» and each term in the expansion 5,15 is expected to
yield a contribution to !(>?,$) that is proportional to Y *(tf,<j,).
When we substitute equations 5.15 and 5.11 in equation 5.8
we obtain:

) - 2 Pfc, 2 Z T dT) Y ,*u?)
kq

A

Jim «,'m'

<kJtauL f M-|v |LM><LM|T. "^

MM'
<LM 1 [v a t |k«, I ra'iL f M f >

(5.17)

Since V_ is a scalar operator, its matrix elements are
a
proportional to a 3j symbol, or a Clebsch Gordon coefficient,
and we write (using the Wigner Eckart theorem):
<k)lmjL f M f |V a |LM> = <Hm;L f M f |LM> V^l) (2L + 1 ) ~ *

(5.18)

where V_(%) is a reduced matrix element of V_, which depends
a

a

on the angular momentum l of the ejected electron. We may now
perform the summation over M f while using the identity:
2J 2J
M f MM'

<am;L M |LM><LM|T

(LD |LM'XLM'I

Kq

il V k \ < to | Tkq +

(5.19)

which follows from standard recoupling techniques (Fano and
Racah 1959). Substitution of equation 5.19 in 5.17 yields:
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Ip
V«.'ra'
E
k ^ £m
kq
(5.20)

y
We s t i l l have t o p e r f o r m t h e summation over t h e m a g n e t i c
quantum numbers of t h e e j e c t e d e l e c t r o n , m and m ' . The two
s p h e r i c a l harmonics ^om^r 1 ! 1 ) and Y a « m <*( ö '*^ c a n b e r e c o u p l e d
after using the equality (Rose 1957):

ram1
k

L4TT(2k + 1) J

A v

\Q 0 o ]YY
0 o] kq

Using the Wigner Eckart theorem on the spherical tensors yields
|

+

U

^

~*

\|

+

!

i

|

(5.22)

in which the reduced matrix elements of the purely geometrical
spherical tensors can be written as:
<a||Tk+||A'> = (2k + 1)^

(5.23)

From (5.21) and (5.22) follows the equality

Emm'
~)IL' lo' 0 o)
Substitution of equation 5.24 in 5.20 yields the final re
sult for the expansion of the angular distribution 5.7 in sphe
rical harmonics:
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KM)

= Y, l C2A + 1) (2V + D/4TI] * V U) V *U')
U'
a
a
(5.25)

Values of the 6j-symbols and the 3j-symbols are listed by
Rotenberg et al. (1959). For any specific case the parity of
the ejected electron is defined by the parities of the autoionising state and the final ion state, so that the difference
i.-1' is always even. The 3j-symbol in equation 5,25 requires
4 + H' + k to be even, so that only even values of k can contribute to the angular distribution. The possible values of s. are
further restricted since they must arise by subtracting L and
L-, so that |L - Ljl < I, l* < L + Lf.
In the present case the autoionising state has even parity and L = 2, whereas the final ion state has L- = 1 and odd
parity. Thus only odd values of i and x,1 can occur, so that the
distribution 5.25 contains two reduced matrix elements V (1)
a
and V = (3). We introduce the ratio
B = V,(3)/V(I)

(5.26)

The only values of k contributing in equation 5.25 are 0, 2 and
4.
We choose the quantization axis perpendicular to the scattering plane, so that the collision system has reflection symmetry about the xy-plane. This leads to the symmetry relations
(5.27)

for the collision amplitudes, and
P kq
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J

kq

(5.28)

for the multipole coefficients. Therefore only even values of
M and q can give non-zero contributions. The relations between
the non-vanishing relevant multipole coefficients with even k
and v^ and the scattering amplitudes are
POO =75 ( M

2

+ | d o| 2 + |d-2|2>

P22 =\j T" <d0d2* + d-2d0*) = P2-2*

P20 -\ff ( I*2| Z " Idol2 + I'M 2 )

VJJ
(5 29

- >

We introduce the reduced quantities
d

r0

-2
„ie
-r— = be x p .
a0

iB
a

= ae ,

(5.30)

After i n s e r t i n g equations 5.29, 5.30 and 5.26 i n t o 5.25
and e v a l u a t i n g t h e 3 j - and 6j-symbols we obtain t h e following
expression for t h e angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of a u t o i o n i s a t i o n e l e c t r o n s from Ne**(2p' t 3s 2 ) 1 D:
ol

2

\ ~

-|v a (l)| 2 .(4Tr)~i |J-|(a 2 + 1 + b 2 )(l + |B| Z ) YO
(-1 + ~ (B + B*) -

||B|2)

(2Re(ae~ia + be"18)

+ (a2 + b 2 - X) Y20*(tf,<|>)n + j - ~ - (-2(B + B*) +
(2Re abe~ i(a
-~(az

+ B)

|B|Z.|||)

Yhn*(&,$) + 2\j^ Re(ae" ia + be"13)

+ 6 + b2)

YIJO*^,*))!

(5.31)
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This expression can be used to determine the reduced real quantities a, a, b and 8 as well as the complex quantity B by a fit
to the experimentally observed angular distribution. Equation
5.31 is symmetric in a, a and b, 0. In connection with equations
5.30, this means that d 2 and d_2 can not be distinguished from
each other. Although we can determine the absolute value of the
„ngular momentum perpendicular to the scattering plane, which
is transferred from the motion of the heavy particles to the
electron cloud, a determination of its sign is therefore not
possible.
There is still another ambiguity in equation 5.31. Regarding the B-dependent expressions
x = l+

|B|2

y = -1 - yJB|2 + y/6(B + B*)

(5.32)

z = yf|BJ2 - 2(B + B*)
the fit can only yield 2 relative quantities, e.g. y/x and z/x.
Since x, y and z are not linearly independent from each other
(x + y + z/6/14 = 0) the complex quantity B can not unambiguously be determined from the two ratios z/x and y/x. Therefore
only a certain range can be given for the ratio B of the two
reduced autoionization matrix elements for i = 3 and *, 1.
5.4. RESULTS
We determined angular electron distributions for two different
collision energies and scattering angles. The energies and
angles were 2000 eV at 6_ = 6° and 1200 eV at 6 p = 10°. We performed the measurements in different planes by measuring electrons from Ne**(2plf3s2)lD in coincidence with the scattered He +
projectiles. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the distribution in the
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scattering plane ($ = 0) for the two collision energies. It
appears that the two distributions are very much alike, only
the waist in the 1200 eV distribution is somewhat broader. Figure 5.8 shows the 1200 eV distribution perpendicular to the
scattering plane. This plane contains the beam axis (<jj = 90 ,
270°). Finally figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show the 2000 eV distribution
in two planes perpendicular to the scattering plane, forming
angles of 45° and 90° respectively with the beam direction. For
the respective collision energies all the experimental points
were used in a fit calculation to determine the respective sets
of population amplitudes for the magnetic sublevels of the
collisionally excited autoionising Ne state. Equation 5.31 was
used for these fits. The full curves in the figs. 5.6 to 5.10
represent the results of these fits and the values of the complex population amplitudes are given in table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Complex population amplitudes of Ne(2p43s2)*D with respect to a
quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. The x-axis coincides with the beam direction.

1200 eV

9p = 10°

0.86

0

0.49

2

0.15

9 p = 6°

phases

m

1*1

phases

B = -0.28TT

-2

0.79

6 = -0.34ir

0

0.54

0

2

0.28

a = -0.36ir

m
-2

2000 eV

0
a = -0.64ir

From the amplitudes we can immediately determine the amount
of angular momentum |L | perpendicular to the scattering plane,
which is transfered from the motion of the heavy particles to
the electrons. Since
= 2

d2l2 ~ d_2
ld2
1*0 2 +

2
(5.33)

d_2

2
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He* BEAM

Fig. 5.6 Angular distribution of the electrons in the scattering plane.
Collision energy 1200 eV, 6 = 10°.

Pig. 5.7 Angular distribution of the electrons in the scattering plane.
Collision energy 2 keV, 9 = 6°.
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f'.

Fig. 5.8 Angular electron distribution perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Collision energy 1200 eV, e p = 10°, <f> = 90°, 270°.
d.-scf

lbs 0*

•9=90"

Fig. 5.9 Angular electron distribution perpendicular to the scattering
plane. This plane forms an angle of 45° with the beam direction.
Collision energy 2 keV, 6 = 6 ° .
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£=90°
<(> = 9Q°

\

d=90'

J
Fig. 5.10 Angular electron distribution perpendicular to the beam direction.
Collision energy 2 keV, 8 p = 6°, # = 90°.

Fig. 5.11 3 dimensional plot at 2 keV, 6 = 6° calculated with the fit
P
results of table 5.1.
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this yields the values in table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Angular momentum perpendicular to the scattering plane, which is
transfered from the motion of the heavy particles to the electrons.
E

» 0p

12QQ, 10

1.4 ft

2000,

1.1 *

6

Regarding the angular distributions in the scattering plane
both distributions appear to have reflection symmetry with respect to an axis in this plane, which is tilted by an angle
Y « 31.5° with respect to the beam direction. In fact the whole
distributions appear to have a near rotational symmetry about
this axis as can be seen in the 3-dimensional ^:lot in fig. 5.11,
which was calculated with the amplitudes for 2000 eV in table
5.1.
Regarding the phases of d2 and d-2 for 2000 eV in table 5.1
it is remarkable that o = p. Due to this all three amplitudes
for 2000 eV can be made real by rotating the coordinate frame
by an angle y = -0.5a = -0.56 about the z axis, since this simply means miltiplication of the amplitudes with a factor e i m Y
(see appendix). We obtain y = 0.17ir = 31.5°, which is the same
as the angle between the symmetry axis in the scattering plane
and the beam direction. We may also apply this rotation to the
amplitudes connected with 1200 eV since it is clear that this
distribution has about the same symmetry axis. However, these
amplitudes can not all be made real. With respect to this new
coordinate frame the amplitudes now become:
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Table 5.3. Complex population amplitudes with respect to a z-axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. The x-axis forms an angle of 31.5 with
the beam direction
1200 eV

m

d

-2

0-86

0

0,49

2

0.15

2000 eV

8 p = 10°
phases
0 - +Q.Q6n
0
a = -0.3011

Qp B 6°

m

d

phases

-2

0.79

0

0

0.54

0

2

0.28

0

Since the axis x, which lies in the scattering plane and
which is tilted with respect to the beam direction by an angle
y = 31,5°, seems to be characteristic for both distributions
we chose this axis x as a quantisation axis. Rotating the amplitudes in table 5.1 to this new axis yields:
Table 5 . 4 . Complex population amplitudes. The q u a n t i s a t i o n a x i s l i e s i n the
s c a t t e r i n g plane and forms an angle of 3 1 . 5 ° with t h e beam d i r e c t i o n .
1200 eV 9 p = 10°

2000 eV 8 = 6 °

m

d

phases

m

d

phases

0

0.83

0

0

0.93

0

1

0.37

0.54TT

1

0.26

O.SOtr

2

0.11

0.34ir

2

0.06

0.03iT

I t is clear that with respect to this
nantly an m = 0 sublevel is populated. The
in the excited Ne** P p ^ s 2 ) :D is therefore
m = 0 substate with respect to x and has a
metry about x.

new axis x predomicharge distribution
mainly that of an
near-rotational sym-

The angular distribution of the ejected electrons is not a
direct image of this charge distribution, since the final state
of Ne has an angular momentum Lf = 1 and therefore the angular
momentum L = 2 of the autoionizing state can be shared in dif84

ferent ways by the Ne1 ion and the emitted electron. Due to
this the angular electron distribution does not look like one
from a D-state. In fact it looks like a P-distribution» However, since it is clear, as pointed out in the preceding section, that the ratio B = V (3)/V,(1) cannot be determined
uniquely from the measurement, one cannot conclude from the
appearance of the distribution, that the autoionisation matrix
element V,
a (a) for a - 1 is much larger than that for «. = 3.
In fig. 5,12 the values B consistent with our experimental
data are shown in the complex plane. The two circles correspond
to the fitting results at the two different collision energies,
but since the complex value B is independent on the collision
energy, its value can be anywhere between the two circles. The
circles do not intersect, in each case the values of B are such
that the spherical harmonics Y 4 m in equation 5.31 yield nearly
no contribution to the angular electron distribution and in fact
the whole fit-calculation is quite insensitive to the value of
B,
5.5. DISCUSSION
The determination of the excitation amplitudes for Ne(2pl'3s2)lD
allows some conclusions about the excitation process. Let us
first regard the orientation of the "symmetry" axis in the scattering plane.
In order to find the physical meaning of this axis we try
to relate it to the internuclear line of the collision partners.
With the help of the kinematics described in chapter III, we can.
calculate the angle between the beam direction and the internuclear line at asymptotic times: 8 C M (see table 5.5). In order
to find the corresponding impact parameters we used the interaction potential for elastic scattering of He + by Ne (Coffey et
al. 1969) given by (a.u.)
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Fig. 5.12 The complex r a t i o of the matrix elements corresponding to & = 3
and £ a 1 of the ejected electron B = V a (3)/V a (l) can have any
value in the shaded area.
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V(R) = ^

i

8

(5.34)

2R!2

2R*

6R!3

in which Rj = 0.70 a,u., R 2 = 0.07 a.u. and a = 5.54 a.u. The
impact parameters obtained are listed in table 5.5. We may now
perform some trajectory calculations in order to investigate,
which internuclear distance R* corresponds to the angle y =
31.5° between internuclear line and beam direction (see fig.
5,13). The obtained distances are again listed in table 5.5.
Table 5.S. Some characteristic
b: impact parameter calculated
R*; internuclear distance at y
E r o t ; rotational energy at R*.
V„-V.; V„-V : potential energy
I*

Li

il

properties of the collision process.
with equation 5.34.
= 31.5°.
difference at R*.

II

Collision 9 P 9 CM
energy ( e y ) (dg) (dg)

b

R*

(a.u.)

(a.u.)

2000

6

7.2

0.915

1200

10

12.0

0.895

' 2.2
2.6

VVA

E

rot
(R*) (eV)

(R*) (eV)

(R*) (eV)

1.75

0.82

3.28

1.15

0.50

2.00

The excitation process leading to Ne(2p'*3s2)XD certainly
occurs at smaller internuclear distances than R* (table 5.5).
The experimental results therefore suggest the following excitation mechanism: the excited state is formed initially in a A =
0 state, corresponding to a 2-potential curve. Up to an internuclear distance of R* the motion of the electrons apparently
follows the rotation of the internuclear line - the excited
quasi-molecule rotates as a whole. In terms of potential curves
this means that A = o is conserved and that there is no coupling
to potential curves with A / 0 which asymptotically correspond
to the same excited Ne** state. At R = R*, however, such a coupling occurs, and due to this the electron cloud remains fixed
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-1

.^Vr 3 "' ,

3
R*(1.2keV)

Fig. 5.13 The trajactory of the He+ projectile calculated with (5.34). The
interrufciiear distance R* at y = 31.5° i s indicated.
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in space. The rotational energy at the internuclear distance
R* is given by E r o t = fiv/R* and is listed in table 5.5. This
means that energy gaps of about this amount between different
potential curves can be overcome. At R = R*, therefore, the potential curves with different A, which correlate to He +
Ne**(2p 4 3s 2 ) l D seem to merge, having energy separations of
AE = E fc. This picture is supported in two ways:
(i) The correlation diagram in fig. 5.14 for the (He - N e ) +
system as e.g. given by Barat et al. (1976) implies that
a radial coupling of two S-curves is most likely to be responsible for the excitation of the Ne** state. In this picture the
two Ne-2p electrons are promoted via the (3do) 2 •> (3so)2 coupling,
(ii) A quantitative estimate of the energy separations between
the involved potential curves at large internuclear distances indicates that a rotational coupling between states with
different A can indeed occur near R » R*. Such an estimate can
be done in the following way:
As was pointed out by Grosser (1981) it is in cases like
this mainly the monopole-quadrupole-interaction, which at large
internuclear distances leads to a splitting of potential curves,
corresponding to different orientations of the quadrupole moment with respect to the internuclear line. The interaction of
a charge q and a quadrupole moment Q at a separation R" is given
by
V = Jq R Q R/R5

(5.35)

In our case it is the quadrupole-moment of the Ne++(2p't)1D core
which interacts with the charge q of the H e + ion. At internuclear distances R ~ R* the He + charge is practically not shielded from the core by the 3s-electrons and therefore we assume
q = I. For an estimate of g we use the general expression for
the components Qjj of the quadrupole moment of n electrons
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Fig. 5.14 Diabatic correlation diagram for the system (He-Ne)+ (Barat et a l ,
1976; Moore, 1949).
The rotational energy ab each internuclear distance i s indicated
for 2 keV collision energy.
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The Wigner-Eckart theorem yields the proportionality

With the z-axis in the ^-direction only the component Q„„ is
needed. The evaluation for a single p-electron is straight forward (see e,g. Flügge, 1974) and yields for the expectation
value of Q
<QP (m)> = - |e<r 2 > (2 - 3m2)

/
'••
*
:

(5.38)

;

with <r2> the mean square radius of the p-electron. The evaluation for a (p2)JD state can be done by exploiting the fact
that <QD„ ( L « 2, M = 2)> = 2<QP (I = lf m = 1) and yields

|
|
$

ZZ

Ï5

.''3

<Q° (M)> = - f e<r2> (2 - M2)
ZZ

(5.39)

3

For a two-hole configuration only the sign of Q

is inversed

Z Z

;
i

and we obtain for the interaction
V = | - e ( 2 - M2) <r 2 >/R 3

|
V

;
(5.40)

vj

1
To estimate <r2> of the 2p-electrons in Ne
drogenic wave-functions, which yield <r2> =
estimate for Z e f f 2 can be obtained from the
energies of a 2p electron in H and in N e + + .
4.3 and <r2> = 1.6 a 0 2 . From this we obtain
tween 2-, n- and A-potential curves of

U p M we assume hy30 aoz/Z f f 2 . An
ratio of the binding
This yields Z f f =
the splittings be-
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V(2) - V(II) « 1,6 a o 2 /5R 3
(5.41)
2

V(2) - V(A) = 4x1.6 a o /5R

3

This results in the energy splittings, which are listed in table
5,5. The energy separations are indeed such that a rotational
coupling can occur at these internuclear distances R* and it
can he assumed that this is the reason for the electron cloud
staying fixed in space whereas the internuclear line rotates
further with increasing R.
The measurements are in agreement with the assumption that
the reduced matrix-element V U = 3) vanishes. There are in
fact good reasons to suspect that V(3) is much smaller than
V(l): the autoionisation process is mainly induced by the interaction of the two excited 3s-electrons. Starting from the 3s 2
configuration and assuming conservation of orbital angular momentum for this subsystem, both electrons will have equal angular momentum l after the autoionisation process. With i = 1
the remaining electron "fits" into a 2p-hole. For i = 3 this is
not the case and therefore the corresponding autoionisation
process can only occur via a correlated interaction between the
excited and the core-electrons, which is a much less probable
process.

i
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j
i
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Chapter VI
Interference of autoionising transitions
in separate atoms: a theoretical analysis
applied toelectron distributions from
He* + He collisions
ABSTRACT - Sharp interference structures in the angular distributions of
autoionisation electrons from He + He collisions are measured and interpreted quantitatively. A comprehensive derivation of a semiclassical theory is given, which describes energy spectra and angular distributions of
autoionisation electrons from collisionally excited atoms. The description
includes post-collision interaction. Special emphasis is given to those
cases where electron emission from target and projectile cannot be d i s tuinguished from each other, giving rise to interference effects. The experimentally observed interferences are reproduced without an adjustment of
the free f i t parameters, demonstrating the validity of the theoretical description. Our analysis shows that spin effects have to be taken into account
for an understanding of the shapes of the observed interference structures.
6 . 1 . INTRODUCTION

;;

In r e c e n t years we have studied low-energy He + He c o l l i s i o n s by
measuring a u t o i o n i s a t i o n e l e c t r o n s i n coincidence with t h e s c a t tered projectile. Since detection of the scattered projectile
at a certain well defined angle (8,<j>) means the selection of
scattering events with a well defined impact parameter vector,

:
;
|
I
]

j
* This chapter is based on a publication, which appeared in J.Phys.B: At.
Mol.Phys. 1J5_ (1982) 4577; authors: E. Boskamp, R. Morgenstern and
A. Niehaus
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it is, in a semiclassical description, clear that the time evolution of the electronic system, observed by detection of an
autoionisation electron at a certain energy e and angle {&,<p),
is also well defined. This results in interferences due to the
coherent superposition of different contributions to the electron intensity. We have observed such interferences; (i) the
interference of contributions belonging to different aufroionisation states, caused by the post-collision interaction between
the excited He and the receding He + (Morgenstern et al. 1977);
(ii) the interference of contributions from different magnetic
sublevels of one excited state (Kessel et al. 1979)? (iii) the
interference of contributions from target and projectile, i.e.
of a contribution from He + He**, and of a contribution from
He** + He • The effect of this interference has been observed
in the electron energy spectrum of Morgenstern et al. (1976)
and in the electron angular distribution by Morgenstern et al.
(1979).
When the interference effects were observed no theory was
available to describe them, or to extract the information they
contained regarding the physics of the collision process. To
evaluate our results, we developed semiclassical formulae, which
turned out to be approximately valid in each of the cases (i)(iii). We have not yet presented a detailed and comprehensive
derivation of our semiclassical formulation, which describes,
at the same time, all three interference effects, and also we
have not yet accounted for some of the difficulties arising from
the influence of electron spin, which modifies our description
of case (iii) (Morgenstern et al. 1979, Morgenstern 1981) . In
the present paper we present such a comprehensive derivation.
In addition, we report new measurements of effect (iii) and apply our improved theory to its evaluation.
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1

6.2, POST COLLISION INTERACTION

•;

In contrast with the system He + + Ne, the theoretical description of the system He + + He is more complex because of the
occurance of two additional phenomena,
1, In the system He + + He not only the target can be the excited atom but also, after a charge exchange process, the projectile can be the electron emitting atom. The electrons emitted
by the projectile suffer a large angular dependent Doppler shift
(see section 3,3). At certain observation angles this leads to
an overlap of the autoionisation lines belonging to target and
projectile (see fig, 3.3). it turned out that this overlap
leads to an additional interference structure in the electron
spectra.
2. Since the lifetimes of the He autoionising states are much
shorter (100-1000 a.u.) than those of Ne (>2000 a.u.), we
now have to account for the occurrance of a Post Collision Interaction: Due to the short lifetimes the collision partner
(collision energy in the keV range) is still in the vicinity at
the time of electron emission, causing the electron energies to
be shifted to lower values as is shown in fig. 6.1. This classical model was first employed by Barker and Berry (1966) . Assume
the excitation energy of the autoionising state to be e N . If we
subtract the ionisation potential IP we get the nominal energy

.«

e L = e N - IP

}

i

(6.1)

From fig. 6.1 it is clear that, since the collision partner is
still in the vicinity, the emitted electron energy now becomes
e2

;
!

The shift and width of the electron peaks become a function of
the relative velocity V of the collision partners and of the
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Fig. 6.1 Potential diagram for the system He + He and the shape of the
electron peaks due to the Post Collision Interaction.
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i
lifetime x = l/r of the autoionising state.
Later a semiclassical model was developed by Morgenstern
et al. (1977). In this model the coherent excitation of several
autoionising states is considered. Transitions from different
states leading to the same electron energy give rise to interference phenomena in the electron energy spectrum. A general
formula was developed for the electron intensity as a function
of the electron energy e. Here we shall only give the result
of this work;

]
•«
\
••;
:

j
'

P(e)
We can see that the contributions of the different states L are
summed coherently. In equation 6.3 F and C are:
F

L

=

a,.1* exp[-e/(2VTT E T (E T - e))]
/ V T ^-

- e)

e)

(6 4)

-

(6.5)

In these formulae the a.^ are the complex population amplitudes
and E a is the binding energy of the electron considered before
the excitation.
In the case of He + He it appeared that the excitation of
target and projectile occurs coherently, so that in the electron energy spectrum we also have to deal with interferences between target and projectile peaks.
All the effects described above are taken into account in
the theoretical description of the system He + + He in the next
section 6.3, This theoretical description is based on time dependent perturbation theory and is formulated in terms of population amplitudes rather than in terms of a density matrix, as
was done in chapter v.
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6.3. THEORY
We consider the collision system He •+ He in the keV collision
energy range and for scattering angles large enough for excitation of the two electrons of He to occur. We want to derive
an expression for the intensity of autoionisation electrons as
a function of all parameters that are defined in a coincidence
experiment between the scattered projectile and the ejected
electron.
For the relative motion of the nuclei we assume a certain
trajectory &(t). The electronic Hamiltonian thus becomes time
dependent. The whole process of excitation followed by autoionisation we describe as occurring in two separated steps. This
separation is possible because the lifetimes of the autoionising states are long (1QQ-1000 a.u.) compared with the collision
time. The situation may be characterised by the scheme
H e + + He
initial state

->

H e + + He**
intermediate state

-*• He + + He + + e~.

(6.6)

final state

Given a complete set of quantum numbers (i) describing the initial state at (t = -°°) , and given a well defined trajectory
S(t), the intermediate state, evolving from the initial state
under the action of the time-dependent perturbation, is necessarily a pure state, describable as a superposition of substates, each characterised by a complete set of quantum numbers
(p). The population amplitudes of these substates we denote by
a!?, to indicate that they depend on both sets. The intermedia
ate state decays - due to the action of the auhoionisation operator - into final states, consisting of two He + ions and one
free electron. A complete set of quantum numbers describing such
a state we denote by (f;, and transition amplitudes from the
intermediate substate (p) to the final state (f) by vj f ?(t).
To describe the decay to the final state we use first-order
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time dependent perturbation theory. The probability of finding
the system at time (t = +•») in the final state (f) is then, in
our case, given by Messiah (1964) (atomic units will be used
throughout):

h* " '~ 2 a £) v iJi (t) «"l-L ' (E (P) - E (f) )dtl)dt l 2 - (6-7)
o

(p)

o

Here E, .and E,-, are the total electronic energies of the res(P)
(f)
pective states. These energies are, in general, time dependent
through the distance-dependent interaction of the two particles
along the trajectory ïl(t). The time t = 0 is chosen to be the
time point of excitation, or rather, of formation of the system
in the intermediate state. For the actual calculation of Ij^f
via relation 6,7 it is necessary to relate the time scale to
the distance scale. Although the distance at which excitation
occurs cannot be precisely known, one can say that excitation
occurs, by promotion of two electrons via the 2pa molecular orbital, at small distances near the distance of closest approach,
where also the rather sudden change of the trajectory takes
place. Since the times relevant for the integration in relation
6.7 are, as already mentioned, long compared with the collision
time, and, therefore, also long compared with the uncertainty
of the time point of excitation, we may identify t = 0 as the
time point of closest approach, so that & = 5(t = 0) represents
the distance vector of closest approach, and further we may
approximate the trajectory to be rectilinear for t > 0, forming
an angle equal to the (CM) scattering angle with the incoming
trajectory. In this way the necessary relation between time
scale and distance scale is defined.
In reality we have to average 6.7 over the quantum numbers
]i^ of the initial state and to sum over the quantum numbers u f
of the final state, which are, in principle, observable but
which are not determined in the experiment. Denoting the probability of the quantum numbers u^ to be represented in the ini-
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t i a l c o l l i s i o n system by w{\x^) r e l a t i o n 6.7 g e n e r a l i s e s t o
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(6.8)
We now evaluate 6.8 for the case of our coincidence experiment.
Given the trajectory S(t) determined by the primary beam direction and by the ion-detector position (at a certain collision
energy) the initial electronic state, consisting of He (Is) in
the beam and He (Is2) in the scattering centre, is well defined
except for the projection quantum number M 1 of the electron
.
s
spin of He , and for the molecular parity, i.e. the behaviour
of the wavefunction upon reflection at the centre of mass of
the homonuclear quasi-molecule. However, the state prepared is
a coherent superposition of states of 'gerade' and 'ungerade'
parity, so that parity does not belong to (u.^) , but, since parity is conserved in the excitation, is accounted for in the
summation over (p). The set (y.) is thus given by
(U.) = (M1)

)

X

S

M* = ±~.
S

(6.9)

c.

The intermediate state consists of one He (Is) and one doubly
excited He**. Since He (Is) has zero electronic orbital angular
momentum, we introduce with L p , Mp the orbital angular momentum
of the excited He as quantum numbers for the system; likewise,
we introduce the spin projection M of He (Is) as a quantum number because - as we know from experiment - the He** has zero
spin; in addition, we have the parity P p and some quantum number
ap by which we distinguish different excited He** states of the
same L p . Thus the intermediate state set (p) is given by
(p) S (M P L P M P P P a P ).

(6.10)

I

In the final state the system consists of two subsystems: the
free electron of wavevector ie and spin projection ms, and the

\
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Ion system He+(ls) + He (Is), which may be defined by the spin
•F

f

f

S and the spin projection M^ (S - 0,1), The parity of the sys
tern (electron plus ion subsystem) must also be defined. Therefore, since the parity of the ion subsystem is connected with
the spin S f (gerade for S = 0, ungerade for s = 1 ) , we have
to introduce the parity p of the free-electron wavefunction as
a quantum number. In the experiment we do not distinguish between different states in the set (uf) given by
(Wf) s (sVm s p)

(6.11)

so that we have to sum incoherently over these states as indicated in 6.8.
Based on knowledge about the special system we can simplify relation 6.8 further in the following way.
(i) The operators leading to excitation and autoionisation do
not act on the spin functions. Therefore spin and spin
projection remain constant during the whole process: M3" = M p =
S

-c

S

M g + ms- Also, the matrix elements are independent of spin projection,
(ii) Excitation in our energy region occurs exclusively via
the lso g (2po u ) 2 ?-2 state (McCarroll and Piacentini 1971)
which implies that a\p.l = 0 for Pp = u (ungerade); in other
words, the intermediate state has parity 'gerade', and summation over P p can be omitted. This total 'gerade1 symmetry of
the isolated system is a good quantum number which implies that
in the final state S and p are related:
S

= 1 •*-*• p = u

(ungerade)
(6.12)

S

= 0 •*->• p = g

(gerade)

(iii) Due to the connection 6.12 the matrix elements v l f | def
(p)
pend on S . Summation over the set 6.11 therefore decom-
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poses into two sums, one sum of terms with the matrix element
corresponding to S - 1 as factor and one sum with the matrix
element corresponding to S = 0 as factor. The terms themselves
are purely geometrical quantities, namely, the squares of the
projections of the total spin function I ^ M H onto the distinf £ 1
guishable final-state spin functions Is M s > !"2 m s > - Taking into
account that the system contains three electrons of spin TJ-, one
can easily show, by using the corresponding 6-j symbols (Messiah
p.567) and the orthogonality relation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Messiah p.1057) , that, for given S , summation over
initial and final states simply gives the statistical weight
j(2Sf + l).
*
f
Denoting the different matrix elements belonging to S = 1,
and to S = 0, by v'J w and V% . , to indicate that they belong
to 'ungerade' and 'gerade' free-electron waves, we can now write
6,8 in the form

il$ 7«l(Jftp) «*<-i ƒ % } - * (£) w
00

\\ Z

t
(

ƒ a ( -M p) «*<-i / « ( p ) - E(f))df )dt|

2
2

.

(6.13)

The matrix elements V^ ., V^ » contain contributions from both
target and projectile. A difficulty arises because in the matrix
elements the decaying state (p) is defined in the frame of the
atoms, which move with different velocities, while the final
state is partly defined in the laboratory frame by ascribing to
the free electron a wavenumber k, and an energy e = -^k2 in the
laboratory. Since in the integration over electronic coordinates, to be carried out to obtain the matrix elements, we may
distinguish two separate regions, one of them belonging to the
target and one to the projectile, we can resolve the difficulty
by carrying out the integration in the frames moving with the
respective emitters. The velocities with respect to the laboratory are Vp = £ + i^ for the projectile, and v"T = 2 - i-v7 for
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the target, with C the centre-of-mass velocity and ^ = ^p ~ ^p
the relative velocity. Por t > 0 we approximate 5 by a constant
and $ = üt + ^ t , where we have introduced the vector of the distance of closest approach as jt - S p (t = 0) - itp(t = 0) . Due to
the transformation from the laboratory frame into the frames
moving with target and projectile, the laboratory wavenumber it
is replaced by, respectively,
(k - V p ) = k - (C + ±

(6.14)
-+

•*•

-)•

•>

1-v

(k - VT) = k - (C - V)

and the energy, to be used to calculate E, f . ir 6.13, changes
accordingly.
The matrix elements can now be expressed in terms of internal emission amplitudes A. . (ïc - ^ p ) and A, , (ic - ^_) for
projectile and target, respectively. Since these amplitudes belong to emission by an L + S transition in an isolated atom,
they have the property of defined atomic parity given by
(-1) *-, (with Si. the orbital angular momenta of the individual
electrons), i.e. P?1 .(ic1) = {-l)11^
v(-ic'). The matrix elements having 'gerade' or 'ungerade' molecular parity are therefore,
de

eOP

e OP
de

dfi
dfi

'eOT

dfi

'eOP

dfl

exp[- k (k eOT
(6.15)

eOP
de

eOT

exp[-k(k - V_)X]
^eOT
de

eOPi emitter frame projectile;
eOT: emitter frame target;

e: laboratory frame.
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Fig. 6.2 Kinematics of the system He + He. The vectors k - V and k -^V_
are approximated by the vectors k. The length of the vectors k
is not drawn in proportion to the vectors V p and V_. The phase
difference of the emitted electrons is indicated.
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The phases are explained in fig. 6.2.
It is easily verified that the expressions are gerade and ungerade upon reflection at the centre of mass of the molecule,
i.e. upon the operation & -> (-É) for 6 = 0 . The Jacobian factors in 6.15 stem from the transformation from the laboratory
into the moving frames. They deviate very little from unity.
In principle, the amplitudes in 6.X5 are time dependent
because, for a fixed 'internal' direction, they may depend on
S(t) and because the orientation of the atom may change with
S(t) . However, since for the integration in 6.13, distances
of the order of 50 a 0 are relevant, we may neglect a possible
slight dependence on time and put the amplitudes constant.
We now consider the time-dependent phases appearing in
relation 6.13. We notice that these phases are different for
target and projectile due to the difference of the free-electron
energy that corresponds to the wavevectors (6.14). Since we are
interested in times for which R(t) is large compared with the
sizes of the atoms we neglect interactions other than the
Coulomb interaction between He + and He + in the final state. Thus
the final-state energy becomes, for projectile and target,
respectively:

(6.16)
T

1 -*•-»•

2

/

"*"*•

1

^

where the energy zero has been chosen arbitrarily to lie on
the energy of He + + He + at R + ». On the same energy scale the
initial-state energy is simply the difference between the energy of He** and the energy of He + , S ( p ) . However, to allow for
the decay of this state we introduce an imaginary part to the
energy. The initial-state energy thus becomes
E

(P)
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If these energies are used in 6.13, one gets the following timedependent real phases, for projectile and target, respectively

2 P '

f;
f
;

| at'
R(t')
°

1

J

(6.18)

and an additional exponential factor which describes the decay
of the state (p). This decay can only occur if the state (p) is
embedded into the continuum of the final state. Using relations

4,

]
v
I

6.16 and 6.17 one d e r i v e s a minimum d i s t a n c e given by
R(t ( p ) ) = - L - = R(P)
c

I
r
f
\
I
Y

(p>

c

(6.19)

so that decay occurs only for larger distances along the trajectory, or, correspondingly, for t > t^ p ' as defined by 6.19.
The exponential decay factor that appears in the time integral
of relation 6.13 thus becomes

«BC-è r ( p,tt-tc p) »

l
\
;
;
•
:

e

(6 20)

-

and, in addition, the lower limit of the time integration becomes t^ p . In 6.13 the sum over (p) means the sum over
(L p M£a p ). The phases 6.18 do not depend on M^, because the sublevels are degenerate. In order to carry out the summation over
M £ we now factorise the amplitudes 6.15 into an Mp-dependent
part, and a part independent on Mpp .
Taking into account that the only electronic orbital angular momentum in the final state He + + He + + e~ is contained in
the free-electron motion, \ie may symbolise the amplitudes as
A

^P){* ' %]

=

^ ~ Vp?af|v|LPMjaP>.

(6.21)

f
with a the quantum number defining the state of the autoionised
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He. We now expand the wavefunction of the free electron in sphe
rical waves with respect to the emitting atom

Xl m

'

(6,22)

where we have introduced the angles (fip) = (#p,v>p) formed by
the vector ic - vV, with the chosen quantisation axis. We thus
have
(6.23)

Since V is a scalar operator, this expression vanishes except
if a = L p and m = M £ , so that the sum consists of only one term
(Messiah p.569), which, according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
is independent of M p for fixed L p . We may thus write (omitting
the superfluous index p on the right-hand side)

Vk - V

(6.24)

LMT

with A the reduced matrix element for the transition. The contributions of different substates |M.> can now be combined to
give an internal angular distribution which corresponds to an
intermediate state of angular momentum L:

ane0P

de
e0P

(2L
(6.25)

de

e0T

(2L

The absolute value of the sum integrated over all angles
of the amplitude 6.24 is equal to |AL|, and, at the same time,
is by definition the value of the total decay amplitude of the
atomic state. Using the golden rule, which for a time-independent perturbation relates the decay amplitude to the imaginary
part of the energy r^ of the decaying state, we obtain
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(6.26)

In doing so, we have omitted a possible constant phase depending on h and we have put the density of final continuum states
equal to unity. These simplifications are irrelevant for our
derivation. With the relations 6.15, 6.18, 6,24, 6.25 and 6.26
our expression 6.13 becomes

i

li(ic - VT)X] eXE(-irL(t - t^)] expd^Jt))Jdt
(6.27)

In order to obtain an analytical expression that can be easily
applied to calculations we perform the time integration in 6.27
by the stationary-phase approximation, i.e. we expand the phase
functions around the time points (tp and t^) of stationary
phase, given by

9t

=0

aw Jet))
neglect terms of orders higher than second order
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(6.28)

(6.29)

and perform the integration analytically under the additional
assumption that the amplitude function - in our case the exponential exp[ - -| rL(t - t^)} - varies slowly enough to be approximated by its value at the time points of stationary phase.
This procedure of integration leads to a good approximation if
the phase function varies fast enough compared with the amplitude function so that, in time regions that are not too close
to the time points of stationary phase, the integral oscillates
rapidly (see fig, 6.3), leading to a negligible net contribution to the integral. The only contribution then comes from the
regions around the points of stationary phase, where the phase
function is well approximated by the expansion, and the amplitude by its constant value at that point. In our present case
the time points of stationary phase are the points where transitions are classically allowed, i.e. where transitions conserve
energy, and the above mentioned condition of validity for the
approximation is fulfilled, if the relative velocity of the
collision partners is 'considerably' smaller than one atomic
unit, independent of the lifetime of the autoionising state..
Since the velocities used in the experiment are about 0.1 a.u.,
the described procedure of integration should yield a rather
accurate result. We thus obtain from 6.27 (see next page)
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Fig. 6.3 The stationary phase approximation implies an integration around
the time point of stationary phase. In fig. b the sine of the
phase is drawn.
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J(tJ) + |(it - V T )X] j) |.

(6.30)

All quantities appearing in 6.30, except for the atoiuic angular
distribution functions f_(Rp) and fL(nT)» can be expressed in
terms of the quantities (Jc, e, 9, ^ p , ^ „ , ^) fixed by the experiment, and by the known quantities (e_, r_). The angular
distribution functions are determined by the population amplitudes a^ L via relations 6.25. The direction of the vector of
distance of closest approach £ for the scattering events selected in the coincidence measurement is determined by the centreof-mass scattering angle e and by the angle <j)y between the scattering plane and XZ plane of the chosen laboratory coordinate
system with the Z axis parallel to the beam direction. We choose
<f>x = 0 so that, in the elastic approximation/ the direction
angles of £ become (n„) = (ox = -^(TT - e ) ; $ x = 0 ) . The absolute
value, X = |x"|, can be determined from the approximately known
He -He scattering potential, however, since this value also determines the relative phase between target and projectile contribution in 6..J0, it may also be determined from interference
structures in the angular intensity distribution.
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To express the quantities of 6,30 in terms of known quantities we first apply the conditions 6,28 to the phases 6.18.
This yields

- e + £vp - jv p 2 r l
(6.31)

From the space points of stationary phase 6,31 we get the corresponding time points by using the expression for the radial
relative velocity,
X2 sin2[|-(Tr - 9)KJ

*

(6-32)

With b being the impact parameter; we obtain
^

-x

^

(6.33)
R(t )
V

'
X

T

^

(1 - b 2 / R 2 ) *

»

^

»

[|(,-e)]}.

By integrating from X to the distance where the intermediate
state crosses into the continuum, given by 6.19, we get

(6.34)

tj-t£«£[R(tJ)e(R(tJ))

-RJB(RJ)].

By differentiating 6.18 twice with respect to the time we get

-

(6 35)

'

Finally, the phases themselves, at the points of stationary
phase, are directly obtained from 6.18 by using 6.33, and by
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;

integrating (R(t))"1 over (t) using relation 6.32. Omitting
constant terms that are common to target and projectile contribut ions, we get

g(R(tp)))] - i-Os - V p )X

- p(R(tJ))
i.(ie - V T ) X .
Formula 6.30, together with relations 6.31 and 6.33-6.36 is our
final result. It allows us to calculate the electron intensity
of the diatomic system as a function of electron energy and observation angle for any chosen experiments 'A conditions, and for
assumed sets of values a. L of the intermediate states, L.

•'•
.•

6.4. EXPERIMENT
In this chapter we report the results of measurements of the
electron intensity as a function of emission angle fl in the
scattering plane (<|> = 0 and $ = 180°) . These results can be compared directly with our theoretical prediction. We are especially interested in the interference structure to be expected in
the angular range where contributions from target and projectile overlap in energy.
The apparatus is described in chapter II. The measurements
we did and the ion spectrometers we used are shown in table
6.1.
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Figs. 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 Angular electron distributions in the scattering plane
at collision energies and scattering angles E p ,
9 P = 1200 eV, 6° / 2000 eV, 6° / 2000 eV, 10° respectively. The full curve represents the fitcalculation
convoluted with the angular resolution (1°). The
dashed line is the unconvoluted fitcalculation.

Table 6.1. The type of ion spectrometer used in our experiments.

collision
energy (eV)

9

1200
2000
2000

P

1

ion
spectr.
A
A
8

The energy resolution of ion spectrometer B is AE/E = 3%. This
energy resolution is not sufficient to separate the investigated
process from other processes, which might occur. However, from
former experiments in which AE/E => 0.5% (Gerber et al. 1973)
we know that He + + He •*• He * + He**, the only process which can
interfere, does not occur. This is the reason why we were able
to use a high transmission, low resolution spectrometer.
By sweeping the retarding field voltages of the electron
spectrometer both contributions, from target and projectile,
were detected. In the measurements the angular resolution of
the electron spectrometer was 3° but in areas where we expected
to observe the interference structures, the angular resolution
was set to 1° by changing the voltage ratios of the retarding
field lenses in front of the analyser. Both kinds of measurements were normalised to one another in the overlapping regions .
6.5. RESULTS
In figs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 we show the results of the measurements performed in the scattering plane at different collision
energies and scattering angles as pointed out in table 6.2.
In all the measurements the interference phenomena are
clearly observed. In fact the structures do occur in the regions where we expected them to be. In these regions the electrons emitted by the target or the projectile cannot be dis-
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Table 6,2. Some characteristic quantities for our experiment.

fig.

coU,
energy
(eV)

6.4
6.5

6,6

1200
2000
2000

e
6°
6U
10°

X

*c

(• = 0)
100 .5°
99

8

•u

108 ,2 U

180°)
75 .9°
75 .5"
67 .7U

1

(a•u.)
0.41
0.30
0.20

tinguished, because they have suffered the same Doppler shifts.
These critical regions not only occur in the scattering plane,
but also in all the other planes, see for example the 3-dimensional plot in fig. 7.29. However, in our case the interference
structure is observed most pronouncedly in the scattering plane.
The critical angles $Q can easily be calculated. The results
are shown in table 6.2.
To compare the experimental data quantitatively with the
theoretical description, we performed fit calculations using
equation 6.30. They were done in such a way that in the first
place an electron energy spectrum was calculated for each electron emission angle. Subsequently this spectrum was integrated
over an energy range, which corresponded to the spectrometer
sweeping range during the experimental determination of the
electron intensity. As fit parameters we only used the population-amplitudes for the He(2p2)1D state since we knew from earlier measurements that this state is populated with a relative
probability of more than 90% in this energy range. In principle
also the distance of closest approach |it| could be varied.
However, since the scattering angle 9p of the ions is determined, |$| can be estimated reasonably well. Using the He + + He
interaction potential given by Gupta and Matsen (1967) we obtain the |x| values denoted in table 6.2. These values were
used in the fit calculations. The full curves in figs. 6.4,
6.5, 6.6 represent the best fits convoluted with a Gaussian
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function to account for the experimental angular resolution of
A£/# = 1°- The broken curve represents the unconvoluted fit
calculation, The population of the different magnetic sublevels
and the excitation mechanism are the subject of chapter VII.
The fitting results are listed in table 7.4 of chapter VII. From
these fits we may conclude that the measured interference structures can be well reproduced by our theoretical description.
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6.6. DISCUSSION
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First of all the agreement between the theoretical and experimental results demonstrates that there is an interference of the
transition amplitudes for autoionisation in the two collision
partners which, at the time of decay, are separated from each
other by 50-100 a.Q. It may be pointed out that such an interference cannot be accounted for by any local theory in which
the collision partners after the collision are regarded as independent particles, each of which can be completely described
by a certain set of parameters. It is interesting to note that
the shape of the structure is actually reproduced without adjusting a free parameter to it, since the population amplitudes
only determine the gross shape of the angular distribution and
have almost no influence on the shape of the interference structure. Obviously the interference pattern is mainly determined
by the symmetry properties of the involved wavefunctions: as
explained in 6.3 the 'ungerade1 part of the emitted-electron
wavefunction -leading to destructive interference - has a higher
statistical weight than the 'gerade' part since it corresponds
to parallel spins of the remaining He + ions. This is reflected
by the deep interference minima in the experimental angular
distribution. There is a dependence of the structure on the
impact parameter b and, in principle, this could be used to
determine b by a best fit. However, in our case this may not
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be justified since the discrepancies between calculated and
measured distributions are to a large extent due to the fact

3
j
i

that only one autoionizing state is taken into account in the
calculations.
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Chapter VII
A study of the mechanism of excitation
of the (2p2)D level in He* + He
collisions.

+

+

**

ABSTHACT - We have studied the process He + He •+ He + He

+

+ —

•»• He + He + e

at various collision energies between 1.2 and 4 keV and at laboratory scattering angles between 9_ = 6° and 10°, In t h i s energy range the (2p2)1D
state i s excited for more than 95%. The emitted electrons were measured in
coincidence with the scattered ions. In this way electron angular d i s t r i butions for well defined excitation events are obtained. From these angular
distributions the sublevei population amplitudes and their relative phases
are determined. An interpretation of this "complete" information on the
collision event in terms of dynamic couplings in the different stages of
the collision i s carried out, and yields insight into the details of the
process.

7.1.

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we report on coincidence measurements of the
system
Ue + + He •> He + + He(2p 2 ) 1 D •+ He + + He + + e "

(7.1)

The emitted electrons are measured in coincidence with the
scattered ions. The obtained electron angular distributions
allow to determine the complex population amplitudes of the
magnetic sublevels, which give information about the excitation

!
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Fig. 7.1 calculated angular distributions in the scattering plane at a
collision energy of 2 keV, 6 p = 6°. The solid line represents the
intensity of the electrons emitted by the target, the dashed line
corresponds to those emitted by the projectile. The data from table
7.4 are used for the calculation.
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mechanisms.
The system He + + He was investigated earlier bij Barat et
al. (1972) who determined inelastic differential cross sections.
Bordenave-Montesquieu et al, (1982) investigated the system
by means of electron spectroscopy for collision energies between 3 and 140 keV, These measurements, however, can not yield
the complete information on the magnetic sublevels of the investigated autoionising states, since the electrons were not
measured in coincidence with the scattered projectiles.
Kessel et al. (1979) performed coincidence measurements
on this system at a collision energy of 2 JceV and 9 p = 6°,
which yielded the population amplitudes for the (2p2)lD and
the (2S2P)1? level.
In our coincidence experiments the collision energies are
between 1.2 and 4 keV and the laboratory scattering angles are
between e p = 6° and 10°. Population of autoionising states
other than the (2p2)1D state is neglected. The only state that
can interfere with our coincidence experiment is the (2s2p)1P
level, but it is clear from the experiments by Kessel et al.
(1979) and Bordenave-Montesquieu et al. (1982) that this state
does not contribute for more than 5% in our collision energy
range.
7.2, EXPERIMENT
The main part ot the apparatus has been described in chapter II
of this thesis. During the measurements described in this
chapter the electron energy analyser was set to a transmission
energy of E D = 60 eV corresponding to an energy resolution of
1.2 eV. The angular resolution was 3°.
-?n the process He + + He both, the projectile and the target can be the excited atom as we have already seen in chapter
VI. The electrons emitted by the projectile suffer a large
(<(>,i?)-dependent Doppler shift (see e.g. fig. 3.3). For the
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ELECTRON ENERGY

(«V)

Fig. 7.2 Coincident electron energy spectra at 2 keV, 6 p = 8 , t? = 90° and
from top to bottom: singles, $ = 0, 90°, 180°' and 270°. The solid
lines represent the best fits convoluted with the energy resolution
(0.2 eV) and angular resolution (3.5°) of the electron spectrometer
which was set to a transmission energy of 10 eV.
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determination of the magnetic sublevel population amplitudes
it is sufficient to measure the emitted electron angular distribution of the target. This was done by Kessel et al. (1979),
but by these authors only measurements at «» = 135° were performed, where target and projectile contributions are clearly
separated from each other. In our experiment we integrate over
the target and projectile contributions, because we also want
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to vary * in order to have more data points.
As we have seen in section 3.5 the angular distribution
of the electrons emitted by the projectile is not completely
identical to that of the target in the laboratory system for
kinematical reasons. This is shown in fig. 7.1. This effect
must be taken into account in the fitcalculations.
The retarding field of the electron spectrometer (section
2.3) has to be swept over a certain range such that both target and projectile contributions are detected. The transmission
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function of the electron spectrometer is taken into account in
the fit-calculations.
In order to be sure that both contributions are detected
we also accumulate coincident electron energy spectra during
our measurements. An example is given in fig. 7.2 for 2 keV,
e p = 8°, tf = 90°. The solid lines are the best fits convoluted
with the energy and angular resolutions.
During the course of our measurements new kinds of ion
spectrometers were developed (section 2.4). Table 7.1 gives an
overview of the ion spectrometers used in the experiment (see
next page).
Fig. 7.3 gives an example of an energy loss spectrum of
the scattered ions at 1200 eV 8 p = 8° measured with ion spectrometer C. The energy resolution of ion spectrometer B is
certainly not good enough to resolve the investigated state
from other states, which might influence our coincidence measurements. However, the only process, which might interfere,

is:
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loss spectrum at 1200 eV, 6 p - 8°.

Table 7 . 1 . The ion spectrometers used in the experiment.
Collision
energy (eV)

9 p (dg)

Ionspec trometer
A

1200

6

B

C

X

8

X

10

1600
2000

X

8
6

X

X

8

3000
4000

X

10

X

10

X

8

He + + He •+ He + * + He**

X

(7.2)

and we have measured with spectrometer A that this process
does not occur. These measurements are in agreement with earlier measurements by Gerber (1974). The exact position of the
ion peak corresponding to the investigated process is found by
performing some coincidence measurements in the same way as
was described in chapter V.
Differential cross sections were measured by Barat et al.
(1972) and Gerber (1974). Fig. 7.4 shows the measurements by
Gerber (1974). One notices, that our process has a maximum
probability for E.6 = 12 keV degrees.
The kinematics of the heavy particles was treated in
chapter III. For some quantitative results we refer to table
3.1. In general we performed measurements in three different
planes: a. in the scattering plane (x-z, <t> = 0, 180°), b. perpendicular to the beam direction (x-y, & = 90°) and c. perpendicular to the scattering plane (y-z, 41 = 90°, 270°). The re-
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Fig, 7.4 Differential cross section for the process H e + + He -*• He
(Geroer, 1974).
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suiting angular distributions will be shown in the next section.
7.3. RESULTS
The resulting angular electron distributions are shown in the
following figures

(see table 7.2):

Table 7.2. Explanation of the figures showing the angular distributions in
different planes. $ - 0 i s the scattering plane, $ = 90° is perpendicular
to the scattering plane, this plane contains the beam axis, 0 = 90 i s perpendicular to the beam direction, i() i s the angle between a plane, which i s
perpendicular to the scattering plane, and the beam direction, thus ^ = 90°
rspvesents the same plane as the plane defined by £ = 90°. The full curves
are the fltcalculations convoluted with the appropriate angular resolutions,
I . e . 1° in those planes containing measurements of the interference structure, 3° in those planes where 4> i s kept constant, 4° in the planes perpendicular to the beam direction.
figure
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Figs. 7.5, 7.6 Electron-angular distributions at E p = 1.2 keV, 6_ = 6
(see table 7.2).

Figs. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 Electron-angular distributions at L
(see table 7.2).

= 1.2 keV, 8 p = 8°
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Figs. 7.10, 7.11, 7.12 Electron-angular distributions at E p - 1.2 keV,
8 = 10" (see table 7.2).

Figs. 7.13, 7.14, 7.-5 Electron-angular distributions at E o = 1.6 keV,
9 p = 8° (see table 7.2).
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V l_
Figs. 7.16, 7.17, 7.18 Electron-angular distributions at E p = 2 keV,
6 p = G° (see table 7.2). In fig. 7.17 the target
and projectile contributions are added incoherently.

Figs. 7.19, 7.20, 7.21 Electron-angular distributions at E p = 2 keV,
e p = 8" (see table 7.2).
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Figs. 7.22, 7.23, 7.24 Electron-angular distributions at Ep = 2 keV,
6 p = 10° (see table 7.2).

Figs. 7.25, 7.26 Electron-angular distributions at Ep = 3 keV, 6 p = 10
(see table 7,2).
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It

Figs. 7.27, 7.28 Electron-angular distributions a t Ep = 4 keV, 6 p = 8C
(see table 7.2).

Fig. 7.29 Calculated 3-dimensional electron angular distribution a t
Ep = 2 keV, 8 p = 6°.
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The solid lines in these figures represent the best fits
convoluted with the angular resolution of the spectrometers.
Finally fig. 7.29 shows the calculated 3-dimensional angular
distribution corresponding to collisions at 2 keV and e p = 6°
using the fit results from table 7.4, The fitting was done by
integrating the electron energy spectra given by equation 6.30
over the electron detector sweep range.
The impact parameter appearing in equation 6,30 has to be
estimated. Therefore we performed trajectory calculations using
the He + + He interaction potential given by Gupta and Matsen
(1967). The resulting impact parameters are listed in table
7.3.
Table 7.3. The impact parameters used in the fitcalcuiations

Collision
energy (eV)

e p (dg)

impact
parameter (a.u.)

6

0.41

8

0.33

10

0.28

1600

8

0.28

2000

6

0.30

8

0.24

10

0.20

3000

10

0.15

4000

8

0.15

1200

The best fitresults were obtained by taking the moduli and
phases of the complex population amplitudes as free fit parameters. The fitresults are shown in table 7.4, where numbers
are given for a quantisation axis in the scattering plane with
respect to which the M = 2 population is in its maximum. The
angle of this axis with respect to the beam direction is denoted by #2* The amplitudes are normalised to d 0 2 + 2dx2 + 2d2 2 = 1.
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Table 7.4. The moduli d and phases p of the complex population amplitudes
with respect to a quantisation axis where d 2 is in its maximum. £ 2 * s t n e
angle between the quantisation axis and the beam direction.

E p (eV)
1200

9

do

P

(PO " Pz)/1"

(Pi - P2)A

6

10.9

,474

.148

.605

,67

0.5

8

16.9

.485

.200

.585

,69

0.5

.614

.63

0.5
0.5

10

.465

20.2

.122

1600

8

18.3

,608

.030

.561

.66

2000

6

18.3

,511

.007

.608

.66

0.5

8

19.2

.520

.050

.602

.73

0.5

10

23.1

.407

.174

.622

.80

0.5

3000

10

19.8

.286

.358

.575

1.0

0.5

4000

8

-1.2

.242

.391

.563

1.0

0.5

The amplitudes can be transformed from one quantisation axis
to another by applying the rotation matrix DA,A which is discussed in the appendix of this thesis.
In table 7.5 we show the population amplitudes with respect to the y-axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. From
these data we can determine |<L >|, which is the amount of
angular momentum, which is transferred from the nuclear to the
electronic motion. |<L >>| is given by:
-

(7.4)

2

|d_2|

In our case only the absolute value of <L > can be given, because the sign of the phase differences can not be determined.
It is difficult to estimate the error of the numbers given in
the tables above. However, the change of a modulus or phase by
5% results in fit curves, which are obviously in worse agreement with the experimental data.
We also performed fitcalculations assuming certain phase
relations between the complex population amplitudes according
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Fig. 7.30 The f i t results from table 7.4 versus v/b.
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Table 7.5. The moduli d and phases p of the complex population amplitudes
with respect to a quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane.

(p_2 - Po)A

l<Vl /fi

.557

.894

.530

.702

.461

.967

.731

.694

.601

.446

.980

.409

.539

.603

.587

.443

.870

.108

6

.528

.656

.538

.515

.925

.021

8

,519

.597

.611

.529

.979

.207

10

.363

.609

.705

.545

1.124

.730

3000

10

.107

.564

.818

.800

1.230

1.310

4000

8

.042

.570

,821

.864

.970

1.340

d2

do

6

.392

.652

.649

8

.356

.617

10

.395

1600

8

2000

E p (eV)
1200

%

d

-2

(P2 ~ Po)/"1

to a model first developed by Eriksen et al. (1976), later modified by Kessel et al. (1979) and further developed by Macek
(1982). However, the fit results were not satisfactory since
they could not account for the sharp bend in the angular distribution at large angles & in the scattering plane.
We also performed fitcalculations, which included the
(2S2P)1? state, using the same model as mentioned above. These
fitcalculations were also not satisfactory for the same reasons
as mentioned above. In fact the (2s2p)1P state can only be
fitted well if at the same time fitcalculations are performed
on coincident electron energy spectra with a good energy resolution, because in these spectra the interference between the
(2p2)1D and (2s2p)1P states gives rise to large oscillations
(Kessel et al. (1979)). However, such spectra demand very long
measuring times.
Finally in fig. 7.30 we show the fit results from table
7.4 graphically. The moduli and phases are plotted against ï
(v: relative velocity, b: impact parameter), which is proportional to the rotational energy in the system at internuclear
distance b. Since we know that the excitation occurs via ro-
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Fig. 7.31 Diabatic correlation diagram for the system He
tional energy for Ep = 2 keV is also shown.
a: (lsag)2(2pcru) 2 2 ^
b: (lsa g )(2pa u ) 2 2 S g
c: (lsag)(2pau) (2piru) z n g
d: (lsog)(2piru)2 2 A„
e: (ls(Tg)(2p7ru)2 2 S
f: (lsag) (2pivu) (4fay) 2 n
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-•o

+ He. The rota-

tational coupling at small internuclear distances, ^ is a
suitable abscissa.
7.4. DISCUSSION
First of all it is remarkable that the phases PI - p 2 in table
7,4 are always |ir, This might be explained by a model developed
by Macek, 1982. In this model it is assumed that all the magnetic sublevels are populated via one degenerate potential
curve. Macek shows that in this case the population amplitudes
are purely real for even M and purely imaginary for uneven M.
However, in our case the phases p 0 - P2 va*"y between .63-rr and
IT, which indicates that the M = 0 sublevel might be populated
via an other potential curve than the M = 1 and M = 2 levels,
which are probably populated via the same potential curve.
From the results, described in section 7.3, we can obtain
information about the collision dynamics and the mechanisms
which are responsible for the formation of the excited electron
cloud. For a qualitative understanding we may again point out
that the angle dependent intensity of ejected electrons resembles to some extent the density of the excited electron cloud
(Kessel et al. (1979)). This is caused by the fact that the
autoionisation matrix element ^He+^ell v I^H **> con tains a
scalar operator V and an isotropic final-state-wavefunction
^He + s u c n that the ejected electron wave function y •, is characterized by the same quantum numbers L, M_ as the excited state
wave function * He **. Keeping this in mind we see that an angular electron distribution like the one shown in fig. 7.29 can
to a first approximation be explained as being due to a rotational coupling mechanism: two electrons are promoted via the
2pau molecular orbital (see the correlation diagram in fig.
7.31), which in the united atom limit gives rise to Be+(ls2p2)
in an M = 0 sublevel (with the momentary internuclear line as
z-axis); at this point the (main) electron density is still
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oriented «long the internuclear line; however, since here the
rotation of this line is fast and the different M-levels are
nearly degenerate, the excited electron cloud does not follow
this rotation. Therefore the electrons find themselves predominantly in an M = 2 sublevel with respect to the asymptotic
internuclear axis, which for small scattering angles is roughly perpendicular to the one near the distance of closest approach.
Since all our measured distributions look similar to the
one of fig. 7.29 the rotational coupling can be regarded as
the first excitation step in all investigated cases. However,
the measurements at different scattering angles and collision
energies allow a more detailed description.
First it is interesting to find out if after the complete
rotational decoupling of electronic and nuclear motion the
electron cloud again adjusts to the internuclear line or if it
stays uncoupled for the complete second half of the collision.
This question can be answered by a comparison of "characteristic" directions of the measured electron distributions on one
hand and of the internuclear line on the other hand. The electron distributions can be characterized by axes in the scattering plane with respect to which the M = 0 or the M = 2 sublevel populations have a maximum, and which form respective
angles ö 0 and fl2 with the projectile beam direction. For the
internuclear line on the other hand one can think of three distinguished directions:
(i) the one at the distance of closest approach, characterized by ir - e_ with e„ being the scattering angle of the
recoiling target,
(ii) the asymptotic one, given by the centre of mass scattering angle e_ M and
(iii) its average direction during the collision given by
(IT + 9CM)/2-
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In case of a complete decoupling of electronic and nuclear
motion daring the second half of the collision one would expect that #o should always be close to either it - e T or
(IT + 6 CM )/3, In fig. 7,32 one can see that i>0 is indeed close
to ir - 8 T (the angle (ir + 6 C M ) / 2 with values between 96° and
100° is always much smaller), However, whereas n - 8 T is only
weakly dependent on the scattering angle, #Q varies significantly. Also the angles £ 0 a n ö * " e<r show a different dependence on the collision energy.
In case of a complete coupling between electronic and
nuclear motion during the later period of the collision one
would expect that the angle #2 coincides with 9 CM , the asymptotic direction of the internuclear line, A comparison of these
two angles is shown in fig. 7.33. They have similar values for
all investigated scattering angles and collision energies (except for 4 keV) and the differences e.g. observed for a collision energy of 2 keV are roughly the same for all scattering
angles.
These comparisons imply that the motion of the excited
electron cloud is indeed again coupled to the internuclear line
at large separations of the collision partners. At a collision
energy of 1.2 keV this coupling seems to continue to large distances, resulting in fl2 — 9 C M "A t ^'^ keV a n d ~ m o r e pronounced - at 2 keV, however, we obtain # 2 > 6 CM , which indicates that at a certain internuclear distance R, the electron
dc
cloud again stops to rotate together with the internuclear
line. From the calculated trajectories and from the observed
values i?2 - e C M one can determine R, , which turns out to be
R<jc * 4a 0 . The only discrepancy with the qualitative predictions
of this model arises for the measurement at 4 keV for which
*2 « 9CM"
A more detailed understanding of the measuring results is
impossible at this moment, since we do not know the exact form
of the involved potential curves. Regarding the correlation
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in

its

3

maximum) and 9CM.

diagram in fig. 7.31 the ground state He + + He(is2) correlates
to Be+(ls2p2) 2 D, 2 S in the united atom limit via the potential
curve (Isa )(2po ) 2 2 S . As we have seen before there occurs
a coupling at small internuclear distances via which the potential curves (lsag) (2 P TT U )2 2 A g and 2 2 g are populated. Via these
curves the united atom states mentioned above are correlated
with the He(2p2) 1n,lS states respectively, Since it is clear
from our measurements that the (2p2)*S state does not contribute for more than 5%, we think that at a certain internuclear
distance there is a coupling between the zb and 2 S curves,
and that this is the mechanism via which the M = 2 and M = 0
substates of the (2p2)xD level are populated. The M = 1 magnetic sublevel is populated via another potential curve. A possible candidate is (lsog)(2puu)(4fau) 2 n g .
Finally we compare our measured results at E p = 2 keV,
9 p = 6° with those of Kessel et al. (1979).
Table 7.6. A comparison between the measurements of Kessel et al. (1979)
and our measurements at E = 2 keVf 8 = 6 ° . The quantisation axis is the
same as in table 7.4.

Kessel e t a l .
do
*1

(PO " Pi)/^
(Pl - P2)/ir

n

.419
.212
.606

ours
.511
.007
.608
.66

1.

.5
17°

.5

18,3°

There are slight differences, which are probably caused by the
fact that Kessel et al. only performed measurements at <3 = 135°,
while we have done measurements in 3 different planes. It appears, that the calculated electron intensity at & = 90°,
4» = 90° is significantly smaller for the parameter set of Kessel
et al. than for our new one, which is supported by experimental
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data points in this region.
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Appendix

THE ROTATION MATRIX
The complex population amplitudes of the magnetic sublevels of
the investigated state can be transformed from one quantisation
axis to another by applying the rotation matrix D given by
iM

'«

(a.l)

in which <x,&,y are the Euler angles defined by e.g. Edmonds
(1957). The matrix d M , M (B) c a n b e found in many textbooks for
different angular momenta J. In Brink and Satchler (1962) and
Messiah (1964) the coordinate system is fixed and the electronic state is rotated, while other authors (e.g. Edmonds
(1957)) keep the electronic state fixed and rotate the coordinate system. Both representations transform in one another
by replacing B by -B. In our case the coordinate frame is rotated and therefore we give the rotation matrix from Brink and
Satchler (1962) in which B is replaced by -B.
/A

-B

C

-D

E

B

F

-G

H

-D

C

G

I

-G

C

D

H

G

F

-B

\.E

D

C

B

A

\
(a.2)
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V

f
I
in which
A = cos 4 (0/2)

(a.3)

B = -*=•
rr sin 6(1 + cos 6)

(a.4)

D = + - j s i n B(oos ö - D

(a,6)

E = sin4(g/2)

(a.7)

F = j ( 2 cos e - 1 ) ( c o s 3 + 1 )

(a.8)

-l/l sin

g cos 6

(a.9)

H = -|(2 cos 6 + 1)(1 - cos 6)

(a.10)

I = -|-(3 cos 2 p - 1).

(a.U)
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Samenvatting

Wanneer een atoom, in een botsing met een of ander projectiel,
wordt aangeslagen dan zal in het algemeen de aangeslagen electronische toestand meer of minder anisotroop zijn, behalve natuurlijk in het geval van een S toestand. Deze anisotropie kan
beschreven worden met behulp van de complexe bevolkingsamplituden voor de magnetische subtoestanden en bevat informatie
over het botsingsproces.
Wij hebben experimenten uitgevoerd om deze anisotropie te
bepalen en wel voor de toestanden Ne(2p43s2)*D en He{2p2)1D
welke worden aangeslagen in exact gedefinieerde botsingen met
He . Deze electronische toestanden liggen boven de eerste ionisatiegrens en autoioniseren, waarbij de leeftijden van de niveaus in de orde is van 10" 1 5 s.
In het algemeen zijn er verschillende methoden om informatie te verkrijgen over de botsings-aangeslagen atomen, bijvoorbeeld :
a. Men kan de intensiteit meten van de projectiel-ionen, die
gedurende de botsing een exact gedefinieerde hoeveelheid
energie hebben verloren. Het botsingsproces wordt vastgelegd
door alleen ionen bij êên bepaalde verstrooihoek te meten.
b. Men kan de energie en de hoekverdeling meten van elektronen,
die worden uitgezonden door die atomen die tijdens de botsing aangeslagen zijn naar een autoioniserende toestand.
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In beide gevallen bevat het gemeten signaal bijdragen van een
grote verscheidenheid aan processen. In geval a integreert men
over al de emissiehoeken van het geëmitteerde elektron. In geval b integreert men over al de verstrooihoeken en azimuthale
hoeken van het verstrooide projectiel.
c. De enige manier om de complete informatie te verkrijgen over
de aangeslagen toestand is door het geëmitteerde elektron
(of foton) te meten in coïncidentie met het verstrooide projectiel. Beide deeltjes dienen daarbij naar energie geselecteerd te worden. Alleen op deze manier is de geometrie en de
kinematica van het botsingsproces vastgelegd en kan men metingen verrichten aan exact gedefinieerde verstrooiingsprocessen.
In dit proefschrift doen we verslag van coïncidentiemetingen welke we hebben uitgevoerd aan de systemen He + Ne en
He + He. De complexe bevolkingsamplituden van de magnetische
subniveaus van de aangeslagen toestanden Ne(2p'*3s2)l D en
He(2p2)1D werden volledig bepaald en mogelijke excitatiemechanismen worden beschreven.
In hoofdstuk II wordt het apparaat beschreven. Het bestaat voornamelijk uit een ionenbron, een elektronenspectrometer en een ionenspectrometer. Gedurende de metingen hebben we
een ionenspectrometer ontwikkeld welke bij vier azimuthale hoeken tegelijkertijd kan meten. Dit is dan ook de reden waarom
er drie ionenspectrometers beschreven worden, welke allen gebruikt werden in het experiment. Het laatste gedeelte van dit
hoofdstuk gaat over electronica, fouten-analyse en geometrische
correctiefactoren.
Hoofdstuk III beschrijft de botsingskinematica. in het
eerste gedeelte maken we gebruik van een Newton-diagram om de
kinematica van de zware deeltjes te beschrijven. Het tweede gedeelte van het hoofdstuk gaat over de elektronenkinematica,
waarbij de volgende zaken aan de orde komen: Doppler-verschuivingen, de invloed van de hoekoplossing van de spectrometers op
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de gemeten elektronenenergiespectra en de variatie van de
elektronenintensiteit, welke een gevolg is van een coördinatentransformatie van het emitterstelsel naar het laboratoriumstelsel.
In hoofdstuk IV komt de theoretische achtergrond van ionatoombotsingen aan de orde, zoals de Born-Oppenheimer benadering, radiaal- en rotatiekoppelingsmechanismen en het FanoLichten model, dat gebruikt wordt om de electronisohe toestanden van de gescheiden atomen te correleren met de toestanden
van het verenigde atoom, dat ontstaat in het asymptotische geval, dat de internucleaire afstand nul wordt.
Hoofdstuk V is het eerste hoofdstuk, dat onze metingen
behandelt, en wel de metingen aan het He + + Ne systeem. De
elektronen welke worden geëmitteerd door het botsingsaangeslagen Ne(2pl*3s2) *D atoom werden gemeten in coïncidentie met de
verstrooide He + projectielen. De botsingsenergieën waren 1.2
en 2 keV. Een theoretische beschrijving van het aanslagsproces
wordt gegeven, waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van een dichtheidsmatrix, die ontwikkeld wordt in sferische tensoren. Met behulp
van deze beschrijving worden de gemeten elektronenhoekverdelingen geëvalueerd en kunnen er conclusies getrokken worden met
betrekking tot het aanslagsmechanisme. Het blijkt, dat de aanslag verloopt via radiaalkoppeling tussen twee 2 potentiaalcurven bij kleine internucleaire afstanden. De electronische toestand is voornamelijk in een M = 0 toestand ten opzichte van de
internucleaire as. Daar A behouden blijft, volgt het gehele geexciteerde quasimolecuul de rotatie van de internucleaire as,
echter bij een internucleaire afstand van R « 2,4 a 0 wordt de
elektronenbewegir.g ontkoppeld van de kernbeweging en het aangeslagen atoom behoudt zijn oriëntatie in de ruimte.
In hoofdstuk VI behandelen we het systeem He + + He. De
elektronen uitgezonden door het botsings-aangeslagen He(2p2)]D
atoom werden gemeten in coïncidentie met de verstrooide projectielen. Daar de leeftijd van de bestudeerde toestand erg
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kort is, moeten we nu rekening houden met de effecten van de
zogenaamde Post Collision Interactie. Bovendien is er nog een
probleem, dat te maken heeft met de symmetrie van het He + He
systeem; In dit systeem kan niet alleen het target, maar ook,
na een ladingsuitwisselingsproces, het projectiel-atoom aangeslagen worden. De elektronen, die door het projectiel uitgezonden worden, ondervinden een grote Doppler verschuiving, die
ook in rekening moet worden gebracht. De verkregen elektronenhoekverdelingen bevatten een scherpe interferentiestructuur
bij die hoeken, waar elektronen geëmitteerd door target en
projectiel niet onderscheiden kunnen worden. Hoofdstuk VI bevat een theoretische beschrijving van dit fenomeen, zowel als
van de gehele hoekverdeling.
Terwijl in hoofdstuk VI voornamelijk de interferentiestructuur beschreven wordt, behandelt hoofdstuk VII voornamelijk de complexe bevolkingsamplituden van de magnetische subtoestanden van het He(2p2)1D niveau, dat onder verschillende
condities is aangeslagen. Een grote verscheidenheid aan hoekverdelingen werd gemeten. De botsingsenergieën lagen tussen de
1,2 en 4 keV, de verstrooihoeken tussen 6° en 10°. Gevonden
werd, dat de aanslag gebeurt via rotatiekoppeling bij kleine
internucleaire afstanden. Bij deze afstanden blijkt de rotatie
van de internucleaire as zo snel te zijn, dat de aangeslagen
elektronen-"wolk" deze niet kan volgen en dus zijn oriëntatie
in de ruimte behoudt. Later, echter, wanneer de rotatieënergie
is afgenomen, is de elektronenbeweging wederom gekoppeld aan
de kernbeweging. Bij deze afstanden is het aangeslagen atoom
voornamelijk in een M = 2 toestand t.o.v. de internucleaire
as. In sommige gevallen volgt de elektronen-"wolk" de beweging
van de internucleaire as tot aan R = « en in andere gevallen
slechts voor een gedeelte van het traject.
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Nawoord

Op dit moment, dat ik met het schrijven van het nawoord begin,
is het vrijdagavond 18 maart 1983 en is het proefschrift zo
goed als af. Het verwondert mij eigenlijk, dat alles zo snel
gegaan is: niet alleen het schrijven van dit proefschrift, maar
ook het doen van de metingen ging in een ras tempo. Na het
monteren van de nieuwe ionenspectrometer was het zelfs zo, dat
in 3 dagen en 4 nachten een complete hoekverdeling, ca. 140
meetpunten, werd opgenomen. Dat dit alles mogelijk was is te
danken aan de medewerking van een aantal personen, die ik hierna voor al hun hulp wil bedanken.
Allereerst wil ik mijn ouders bedanken. Zij hebben het
mogelijk gemaakt, dat ik kon gaan studeren. Bedankt voor al
jullie financiële en geestelijke steun.
Mijn promotor Prof.Dr. A. Niehaus heeft mijn werk kritisch
gevolgd en heeft een grote bijdrage geleverd aan de theoretische
beschrijving van het He + + He systeem. Arend, bedankt voor
jouw lessen in de atoomfysica en in de praktijk van het windsurfen.
Degene met wie ik het meest heb samengewerkt, is Dr. R.
Morgenstern. In de tijd, dat ik nog in Rotterdam woonde, kwam
Reinhard 's avonds vanuit Soest naar het lab. om voor mij een
nieuwe meting in te zetten. Ook theoretisch heeft Reinhard mij
geholpen bij de ontwikkeling van excitatiemodellen, waaraan
hij zelfs een groot deel van zijn vrije tijd opofferde.
Reinhard, bedankt voor die momenten, dat je mijn kleine en grote vergissingen weer hebt rechtgezet en ook voor jouw windsurf-
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lessen.
Dr. G. Nienhuis heeft mij theoretisch bijgestaan. Ik heb
bewondering voor de snelheid en het gemak waarmee de ingewikkeldsfce formules op papier verschenen. Gerard, bedankt voor je
,

sferische tensoren, die zo belangrijk waren bij de beschrijving van het aangeslagen Neon-atoom.
Al het typewerk in dit proefschrift is verricht door
Corine Lamberts en Riny van Schip-de Haas. Beiden namen een
speciale plaats in binnen de vakgroep, omdat zij behoren tot
de weinigen met wie je ook over niet fysische onderwerpen kunt
praten. Helaas is dat de laatste tijd wat minder geworden vanwege een reorganisatie in het secretaressenbestand, waardoor
Riny en Corine het nu erg druk hebben. Riny heeft voor mij o.a.
de typefouten verbeterd, terwijl Corine werkelijk het leeuwendeel van het typewerk heeft verricht. Dat typen gaat heel snel
en zelfs zonder naar de toetsen te kijken. Riny en Corine, bedankt, ik hoop dat jullie het in de toekomst wat minder druk
krijgen.
De tekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn vervaardigd door
Wim Post. Wim heeft ook geholpen bij reparaties aan de opstelling en zag er op toe, dat de vacuumpompen altijd in goede
conditie waren. Bij het ontwerpen van de nieuwe ionenspectrometer heeft Wim mij inzicht verschaft in problemen bij de constructie. Wim, bedankt voor jouw teken-, draai-, frees- en
smeerwerk.
Bert Crielaard is degene bij wie je altijd terecht kunt
met electronische problemen. Samen zijn we langs electronische
afgronden gegaan in verband met een multiplexer, die aan de
multi-channel gekoppeld moest worden. (Het zou onbeleefd zijn om
daarvan het merk te noemen, maar toch had ik het bijna gedaan.)
Bert heeft ook stokoude hoogspanningsvoedingen voor mij gerepareerd, waarvan de buizen bij nog maar ëên zaak in Nederland
te krijgen waren. Bert, bedankt voor jouw knutsel- en soldeerwerk en uiteraard ook voor het lenen van de acculader, die ik
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zo vaak nodig had.
De nieuwe ionenspectrometer is gebouwd door Gerrit Dirkse
en Gerard Hörchner. Gezien de snelheid waarmee het benodigde
frees- en draaiwerk tot op 0,01 mm nauwkeurig werd verricht,
heb ik grote bewondering voor jullie vakmanschap, Gerard heeft
mij ook geholpen bij reparaties aan mijn motorfiets. Jongens,
bedankt.
De studenten 0. Griebling, P. van der Straten en J.
Klaessens hebben in het kades van hun natuurkundestudie aan
mijn onderzoek meegewerkt. Onno, bedankt voor je fraaie metingen aan het He + Ne systeem en voor het inzicht dat je ons
hebt verschaft in de veiligheid in de experimenteerkamers.
Peter, bedankt voor al je metingen aan het He + He systeem.
Ook van de gigantische berg computerwerk heb jij een aanzienlijk gedeelte afgegraven. John, bedankt voor jouw optimalisering van de ionenspectrometer en ook voor de grote hoeveelheid
metingen, die dankzij de nieuwe spectrometer in een ras tempo
werden uitgevoerd. Alle studenten wil ik tenslotte nog bedanken
voor het grote aantal over-uren dat zij hebben gemaakt.
Tenslotte Evelynn. Jou wil ik graag bedanken voor het geduld, dat je getoond hebt. De laatste maanden voor een promotie
staan meestal bol van allerlei overspannen toestanden. Dit
soort toestanden waren bij ons afwezig, hoewel ik moet toegeven,
dat ik wel erg vaak met mijn hoofd bij de fysica zat en geen
tijd had voor andere zaken. Bedankt voor al jouw psychische
(in de toekomst psychologische?) ondersteuning.

Ed
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De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd op 12 augustus 1955 te
Rotterdam geboren. Vanaf 1967 volgde hij onderwijs op het
Marnix-Atheneum te Rotterdam, waar hij in 1973 het B-diploma
behaalde.
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In dat jaar begon hij zijn studie technische natuurkunde
aan de Technische Hogeschool te Delft. In 1978 slaagde hij
voor het kandidaats- en in 1979 voor het ingenieursexamen.
Het kandidaats- en afstudeerwerk werd verricht in de vakgroep
Experimentele Kernfysica van Prof .Dr. A.H. Wapstra onder leiding van Dr.Ir. R.W. Hollander. Het kandidaatswerk omvatte YY
en eHy richtingscorrelatiemetingen aan 1 7 7 Hf, waaruit de mengverhouding van de 113 keV overgang werd bepaald. Het afstudeerwerk omvatte tijddifferentiële richtingscorrelatiemetingen aan
181
Ta teneinde de electrische veldgradiënten te bepalen in Hf-
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metaal en HfFx opgelost in KClOi».
Naast deze studie werd een cursus stralingsbescherming gevolgd
aan het Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut te Delft waarvoor
hij in 1979 het C-diploma behaalde.
Een cursus didactiek resulteerde in dat zelfde jaar in een l e
graads onderwijsbevoegdheid in de mechanica en de natuurkunde.
Sinds 1979 is de schrijver in dienst van de stichting FOM
als wetenschappelijk medewerker in de werkgroep A2, waarvoor
hij aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht het onderzoek verricht-
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te, dat in dit proefschrift beschreven is. in het kader van een
onderwijsopdracht werd in diezelfde tijd werkcollege en natuurkunde-prakticum gegeven aan diergeneeskunde- en tandheelkundestudenten
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
Anisotropy of electronic states excited in ion-atom collisions

1. Hedman et al.1 beweren ten onrechte, dat de semiklassieke
behandeling van "Post Collision Interaction" bij botsingsgeïnduceerde Auger processen, zoals die door Niehaus2 gegeven werd, een 6 vormige .lijnvorm geeft bij hoge snelheden,
1
Hedman S, Helenelund K, Asplund L, Gelius U and Siegbahn
K 1982 J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Phys. 15_ L799
2
Niehaus A 1977 J. Phys. B; At. Mol. Phys. 1£ 1845
3
Morgenstern R, Niehaus A and Thielmann U 1977 J. Phys. B:
At. Mol. Phys. 10_ 1039
2. De door de Wit1 , Bronckers2 en Hupkens3 gebruikte notatie
van de Miller indices <i j k> en [ i j k ] is tegengesteld
aan de sinds ruim een eeuw internationaal gebruikelijke
notaties en kan om deze reden aanleiding geven tot verwarring.
1
De Wit A G J 1979 Proefschrift Utrecht
2
Bronckers R P N 1981 Proefschrift Utrecht
3
Hupkens Th M 1983 Proefschrift Utrecht
3. In de appendix van zijn proefschrift leidt Derouard' een
formele uitdrukking of voor de bezetting van niveaus onder
botsingsrelaxatie. De door hem gemaakte benaderingen zijn
veelal onjuist en maken de behandeling nodeloos ingewikkeld.
1
Derouard J 1983 Proefschrift Universitê Scientifique et
Mëdicale de Grenoble

4. De overeenstemming tussen, met behulp van het IBA 1 model
berekende energieniveaus in llv8Sra en de experimenteel bepaalde, wordt geflatteerd door een verkeerde keuze van het
tweede Q* niveau.
Scholten O, Iachello F and Arima A 1978 Annale of Physics
115 325
5. Toepassing van frequentiemodulatie op een laserbundel resulteert in een zeer gevoelige methode voor het detecteren
van absorptie en dispersie t.g.v. een medium, dat door die
bundel wordt gepasseerd. Het verdient aanbeveling deze modulatiemethode toe te passen bij het onderzoek van botsingsgeïnduceerde processen in dat medium.
Levenson M D, Moerner W E and Horne D E 1983 Opties Letters
8 108
6. Het gebruik van een Cornu-prisma als pseudo-depolarisator
leidt tot een onvolledige correctie voor de golflengte- en
polarisatierichting afhankelijke transmissie van een dubbel
monochromator.
7. Het wetenschappelijk niveau van promotieplechtigheden wordt
aanzienlijk verhoogd, indien er niet op typefouten geopponeerd wordt.
8. Een incorrecte aansluiting van het hoogteroer bij zweefvliegtuigen, welke in veel gevallen fataal is, kan worden
voorkomen door langs electronische weg de ontkoppelhaak te
blokkeren.
9. Er is nog nooit een zweefvlieger boven gebleven.
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10, Het feit, dat men in Nederland direct na het behalen van
het A-rijbewijs al een 1000 cc motorfiets mag berijden, is
aanleiding tot vele ongelukken. Het verdient aanbeveling
enige jaren ervaring op een lichtere motorfiets verplicht
te stellen.
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n . De uitslag van de schaaktweekamp Hübner-Smyslov1 was in
strijd met de regels van het roulette-spel.
l
Hübner-Smyslov, Velden-Oostenrijk 20-4-1983.
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12. In vele grote overheidsgebouwen kan de werklust van het
personeel aanzienlijk worden verhoogd door deze gebouwen te
voorzien van openslaande ramen.
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